第四次台灣地區家庭計畫與生育力調查(KAP Ⅳ)
過錄編碼簿
變項名稱

變項說明

選項數值說明

var1

Serial number

var2

Township

敏感資料

var3

Li

敏感資料

var4

Lin

敏感資料

var5

Case within Lin

敏感資料

var6

Moved or not

0. Not moved
1. Moved within the sample township from
which name list for sampling was obtained
2. Moved out of the sample township
3. Return migrant
4. Non-migrant premanently resident in a
township other than that indicated in the
register

var7

Date of interview

6. June, 1973
7. July, 1973
8. Aug, 1973
9. Sept, 1973
10. Oct, 1973
11. Nov, 1973

var8

Wife's date of birth_year

20. 1931
22. 1933
23. 1934
24. 1935
25. 1936
26. 1937
27. 1938
28. 1939
29. 1940
30. 1941
31. 1942
32. 1943
33. 1944
34. 1945
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備註

35. 1946
36. 1947
37. 1948
38. 1949
39. 1950
40. 1951
41. 1952
42. 1953
var9

Wife's date of birth_mnth

99. N.A.

var10

Husband's date of birth_year 1. 1912
2. 1913
43. 1954
99. could not give husband's date of birth
or both date of birth and husband's age are
unknown

var11

Husband's date of
birth_month(or actual age)

99. Month unknown

var12

Is this your first marriage?

1. Yes
2. No

var13

How many times have you
been married?

1. Once
2. Twice
5. Five times

var14

When did your first marriage 38. 1949
begin? year
39. 1950
62. 1973
99. N.A.

var15

When did your first marriage 99. N.A.
begin? month

var16

When did your first marriage 42. 1953
end? year
43. 1954
62. 1973
88. No such date
99. N.A.

var17

When did your first marriage 88. No such date
end? nmnth
99. N.A.
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var18

When did your second
marriage begin? year

var19

When did your second
marriage begin? month

var20

Who decided your marriage? 1. Mainly decided by you and your
husband
2. Mainly decided and arranged by the
parents
3. Both the couple and the parents involved
in the arrangement
4. Others
9. Don't know or N.A.

var21

Is this your husband's first
marriage?

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var22

Number of children by
previous marriages

0. No children
8. Inapplicable (1 or 9 on v.21 -this is
husband's first marriage)
9. N.A.

var23

Are any of them living with
you now?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inapplicable (1 or 9 on v.22 -this is
husband's first marriage or he has no
children by other marriages)

var24

Number of boys less than 6
years- husband's

0. No boy
1. One
8. Inapplicable (1 or 9 on v.21, 0 on v.22
-this is husband's first marriage or he has
no children by other marriages)
9. N.A.

var25

Number of girls less than 6
years- husband's

0. No girl
1. One
8. Inapplicable (1 or 9 on v.21, 0 on v.22
-this is husband's first marriage or he has
no children by other marriages)
9. N.A.

88. No such date
99. N.A.
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var26

Number of boys 6-15 yearshusband's

0. No boy
1. One
8. Inapplicable (1 or 9 on v.21, 0 on v.22
-this is husband's first marriage or he has
no children by other marriages)
9. N.A.

var27

Number of girls6-15 yearshusband's

0. No girl
1. One
8. Inapplicable (1 or 9 on v.21, 0 on v.22
-this is husband's first marriage or he has
no children by other marriages)
9. N.A.

var28

Number of boys over 15husband's

0. No boy
1. One
8. Inapplicable (1 or 9 on v.21, 0 on v.22
-this is husband's first marriage or he has
no children by other marriages)
9. N.A.

var29

Number of girls over 15husband's

0. No girl
1. One
8. Inapplicable (1 or 9 on v.21, 0 on v.22
-this is husband's first marriage or he has
no children by other marriages)
9. N.A.

var30

Number of live births

0. No live births

var31

Number of living children

0. No live birth or no living children

var32

Number of living sons

0. No live birth or no living boys

var33

Number of living daughters

0. No live birth or no living girls

var34

Date of first live birth_year

39. 1950
40. 1951
62. 1973
88. Inapplicable (no live birth)
99. N.A.
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var35

Date of first live birth_month 88. Inapplicable (no live birth)
99. N.A.

var36

Date of last live birth_year

var37

Date of last live birth_month 88. Inapplicable (no live birth)
99. N.A.

var38

Number of induced abortions 0. No abortions

var39

Are you pregnant now?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Uncertain

var40

Date of last
menstruation_year

0. PPA
1. 1972
2. 1973
8. Inapplicable (not currently pregnant)
9. N.A.

var41

Date of last
menstruation_month

0. PPA
88. Inapplicable (not currently pregnant)
99. N.A.

var42

Do you think you are able to 1. Yes
have more children?
2. No
3. Not sure or don't know

var43

Have you or your husband
1. Wife had tubal ligation
had an operation resulting in 2. Wife had other operation resulting in
sterility?
sterility
3. Husband had vasectomy
4. Others not called 'sterilized'
8. Inapplicable (Codes 1, 3 on v.42 - 8 able
to have children or don't know)

var44

When did you (he) have the
sterilization? year

42. 1953
43. 1954
62. 1973
88. Inapplicable (no live birth)
99. N.A.

47. 1958
48. 1959
62. 1973
88. Inapplicable (Codes 2,4,8, on v.43 - not
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sterilized)
99. N.A.
var45

When did you (he) have the
sterilization? month

88. Inapplicable (Codes 2,4,8, on v.43 - not
sterilized)
99. N.A.

var46

Why are you uncertain or
1. Not sure because wife never got
don’t know whether you can pregnant since marriage
have more children?
2. Not sure because wife did not get
pregnant for a long time
3. Not sure because wife supposed to be
over menopause
4. Not sure because of bad health
5. Not sure because wife thinks she is too
old to become pregnant again
6. Not sure because of other operation
8. Inapplicable (Codes 1 or 2 on v.42 - not
uncertain if can have more)

var47

What do you think is the best 99. N.A.
age for a girl to get married
these days? (years)

var48

What do you think is the best
birth interval between
marriage and the first birth?
(months)

96. Depends on family economic condition
97. Up to God
98. Early marriage longer interval and late
marriage shorter interval
99. Unknown

var49

Approve of contraception?

1. Very much
2. Much
3. Not so much
4. Not at all
5. Depends
6. Never heard of it
7. Don't know
9. Unknown

var50

Approve of contraception
before the first child is born
to put it off?

1. Very much
2. Much
3. Not so much
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4. Not at all
5. Depends
6. Never heard of it
7. Don't know
9. Unknown
var51

Know loop?

var52

Know Ota ring?

var53

Know contraceptive pill?

var54

Know condom?

var55

Know diaphragm?

var56

Know foam tableta?

var57

Know jelly?

var58

Know rhythm?

var59

Know basal temperature?

var60

Know coitus interrupts?

var61

Know abstinence or sleeping
separately?

var62

Know tubal ligation?

var63

Know vasectomy?

var64

Other

var65

Other

var66

Which method do you think
is best?

1. Know (self-mentioned)
2. Know (probed)
3. Don't know

1. Loop
2. Ota ring
3. Pill
4. Condom
5. Diaphram
6. Foam Tablets
7. Jelly
8. Rhythm
9. Basal temperature
10. Coitus interruptus
11. Abstinence or sleeping separately
12. Tubal ligation
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13. Vasectomy
14. Copper T
15. Injectables
16. Herb
17. Electric treatment
18. Douche
48. Condom + rhythm
80. Rhythm + coitus interruptus
88. Inapplicable (Don't know any method)
98. All methods are not good
99. N.A.
var67

Why? first reason

1. Most effective at preventing pregnancie
2. Much safer
3. No danger to health (of woman or of
unborn child)
4. Easy to use,convenient
5. Husband like it best
6. Someone told me it was good, or doctor
recommende
7. No discomfort
8. Other reasons (inexpensive to use, only
know this method, etc.)
9. N.A.' or don't know

var68

Why? second reason

0. No second reason
1. Most effective at preventing pregnancie
2. Much safer
3. No danger to health (of woman or of
unborn child)
4. Easy to use,convenient
5. Husband like it best
6. Someone told me it was good, or doctor
recommende
7. No discomfort
8. Other reasons (inexpensive to use, only
know this method, etc.)
9. N.A.' or don't know
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var69

Have you or your husband
ever used any of these
methods?

1. Yes
2. No

var70

Some people use a method
only a short time. Did you
ever try any of these
methods?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inapplicable (code 1 on v.69 - has used)

var71

Did you use contraception
before your first pregnancy?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inapplicable (Never used contraception:
2 on v.70;used contraception but no
pregnancies)

var72

How many months after
24. To nearest whole month
marriage did you start to use 88. Inapplicable (Never used
contraception?
contraception: 2 on v.70;.no pregnancies;
or did not use before 1st pregnancy: 2 on
v.71)

var73

After how many pregnancies 88. Inapplicable (never used, no
did you start to use?
pregnancies; or 0-24 on v.72 - nmber of
months given)

var74

How many months after this 0. Less than one month
pregnancy terminated did you 23. Number of months to nearest whole
start to use contraception?
month
88. Inapplicable (never used, no
pregnancies; or 0-24 on v.72 - number of
months given)
99. N.A.

var75

Reasons did not use
contraception before this
pregnancy_first reason

1. Hadn't reached desired family size
2. Don't know any suitable method
3. Didn't know where to get suitable
method
4. Husband or relatives disapproved of use
5. Wanted children as fast as possible
6. Got pregnant when planned to use
contraception
7. Didn't approve of contraception before
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then
8. Inapplicable (never used, no
pregnancies;or 0-24 on v.72 - number of
months given)
9. N.A. or other reasons
var76

Reasons did not use
contraception before this
pregnancy_second reason

0. No second reason
1. Hadn't reached desired family size
2. Don't know any suitable method
3. Didn't know where to get suitable
method
4. Husband or relatives disapproved of use
5. Wanted children as fast as possible
6. Got pregnant when planned to use
contraception
7. Didn't approve of contraception before
then
8. Inapplicable (never used, no
pregnancies;or 0-24 on v.72 - number of
months given)
9. N.A. or other reasons

var77

Reasons you have not use
contraception_first reason

1. Still want more children
2. Don't know any suitable method
3. DonIt know where to get suitablemethod
4. Husband disapproves of use
5. Want children as fast as possible
6. Have trouble conceiving (subfecund) or
bad health
7. Don't approve of contraception
8. Inapplicable (Ever used contraception: 1
on v.69 and 1 on v.70; or never had any
pregnancy)
9. N.A. or PPA or breast feeding

var78

Reasons you have not use
0. No second mention
contraception_second reason 1. Still want more children
2. Don't know any suitable method
3. DonIt know where to get suitablemethod
4. Husband disapproves of use
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5. Want children as fast as possible
6. Have trouble conceiving (subfecund) or
bad health
7. Don't approve of contraception
8. Inapplicable (Ever used contraception: 1
on v.69 and 1 on v.70; or never had any
pregnancy,
9. N.A. or PPA or breast feeding
var79

Method of contraception
currently using

1. Pill
2. Condom
3. Diaphragm
4. Foam tablet
5. Jelly
6. Rhythm
7. Basal temperature
8. Coitus interruptus
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. Loop
11. Ota-ring
12. Tubal ligation
13. Vasectomy
14. Injectables
15. Douche
16. Pill + Rhythm
21. Pill + Condom
22. Pill + Loop
24. Condom + Foam tablet
25. Condom + Jelly
26. Condom + Rhythm
27. Condom + Basal temperature
28. Condom + Coitus interruptus
33. Pill + Ota-ring
46. Foam tablet + Rhythm
55. Ota-ring + Rhythm
56. Jelly + Rhythm
66. Loop + Rhythm
68. Basal temperature + Coitus interruptus
69. Basal temp. + Abstinence or sleeping
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sep.
70. Herb
77. Others
87. Coitus interruptus + Basal temperature
88. Inapplicable (not current users)
var80

Source of contraceptive
supply

1. Private doctor
2. Pharmacy
3. Health worker
4. Health station
5. Hospital
6. No supply needed (rhythm, etc.)
7. Health room in government office,
factory, etc.
8. Christian service
9. Midwife
13. 01+03
15. 01+05
16. 01+06
24. 02+04
26. 02+06
34. 03+04
46. 04+06
88. Inapplicable (not current users or never
used contraception)
99. N.A.

var81

Why did you start to use
contraception at this time?

1. To space
2. To limit
3. For health
4. Economic reason
5. Had other physical operation and took
sterilizationin the same time
6. For physical treatment
8. Inapplicable (never used contraception)
9. N.A.

var82

Why did you decide to use
this method as your first
method?

請見附錄一
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var83

Did you talk to a health
worker or visit a health
station?

1. Yes (including those mentioned in v.82)
2. No
3. Don't know
8. Inapplicable (Never used contraception)
9. N.A.

var84

Did you receive this
contraceptive or a coupon
from a health worker or a
doctor associated with the
family planning program?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
8. Inapplicable (Never used contraception)
9. N.A.

var85

Approve of abortion if:1.
Woman becomes pregnant
and wishes to have the child
at a later date

var86

Approve of abortion if:2.
When family has as many
children se desired, but isn't
using contraception

1. Very much
2. Much
3. Depends/Don't know
4. Not so much
5. Not at all
9. N.A.

var87

Approve of abortion if:3.
When a woman is using
contraception but gets
pregnant anyway

var88

Approve of abortion if:4.
When a family cannot afford
more children economically

var89

Approve of abortion if:5.
When pregnancy seriously
endangers awoman's life

var90

Approve of abortion if:6.
When a woman has been
raped

var91

Attitude toward sterilization

1. Yes
2. No
3. Depends
4. Don't know
9. N.A.
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var92

Do you think you or your
husband might be sterilized
in future?

1. Definitely planning to do this
2. Pretty sure to do this
3. Interested, but not sure
4. Probably won't do
5. Definitely won't do
6. Don't know
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized)
9. N.A.

var93

Would you or your husband
have the operation?

1. Wife
2. Husband
3. Don't know
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized; or
4, 5, 6, on v.92 -probably won't be
sterilized)
9. N.A.

var94

Why dontt you think you will 1. For fear of operation
use this method? first reason 2. Husband or mother-in-law against
3. Current contraceptive users are very
satisfactory to the method used and feel no
need to have sterilization
4. Afraid of physical and mental bad
reaction after sterilization, or unnatural
5. Supposed to be subfecund, or getting
older and want to use other methods
6. Expensive
7. Other reasons
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized or
1, 2, 3, on v.92 - likely to be sterilized)
9. N.A.

var95

Why dontt you think you will 0. No second reason mentioned
use this method? second
1. For fear of operation
reason
2. Husband or mother-in-law against
3. Current contraceptive users are very
satisfactory to the method used and feel no
need to have sterilization
4. Afraid of physical and mental bad
reaction after sterilization, or unnatural
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5. Supposed to be subfecund, or getting
older and want to use other methods
6. Expensive
7. Other reasons
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized or
1, 2, 3, on v.92 - likely to be sterilized)
9. N.A.
var96

Is cost the reason?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized, or
1, 2, 3 on v.92 - likely to be sterilized or
cost mentioned as reason won't us
9. N.A.

var97

What do you think it would
cost?

1. Under 100 NT$
2. NT$ 100 - 299
3. NT$ 300 - 499
4. NT$ 500 - 699
5. NT$ 700 - 999
6. NT$ 1,000 - 1,499
7. NT$ 1,500 and over
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized or
1, 2, 3 on v.92 -likely to be sterilized, or
cost not the reason won't use
9. N.A.

var98

If the price were lower do
you think you might accept
sterilization?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Uncertain
4. Up to husband's decision
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized or
1, 2, 3 on v.92 -likely to be sterilized, or
cost not the reason won't use
9. N.A.

var99

What would be a reasonable
price for you?

1. Under 100 NT$
2. NT$ 100 - 299
3. NT$ 300 - 499
4. NT$ 500 - 699
5. NT$ 700 - 999
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6. NT$ 1,000 - 1,499
7. NT$ 1,500 and over
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized, or
1, 2, 3 on v.92 -likely to be steralized, or
cost mentioned as reason won't us
9. N.A.
var100

If you do go ahead with this, 1. Wife
do you think you or your
2. Husband
husband would have it?
3. Don't know
8. Inapplicable (same as v. 99)
9. N.A.

var101

Would you like to have more 0. No
children? How many more? 8. Uncertain or depends, or up to God
9. N.A.

var102

Would you like to have more 0. None
children? How many more
7. Either alright
boys?
8. Inapplicable (Want no more or uncertain
Would you like to have more or depends)
9. N.A.
children? How many more

var103

girls?
var104

Why are you uncertain?

0. Up to God, fate, etc.
1. May decide or want another child in
order to have one of specified sex (no
mention of finances or general situation).
2. If income increases or times are good,
etc., may want one/another of a specified
sex
3. If income increases or times are good,
may want another (no sex preference
indicated)
4. Depends on husband's preferences
5. Depends on R's or husband's health
6. Depends on mortality, health, progress
or status of current children
7. Depends on contraceptive failure
8. Other reasons, including Up to God
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9. Inapplicable (including no answer)
var105

Would you preferto have
0. No
fewer childrenthan you have? 8. Inap. (coded l-6 or 8 on v.101)
How many fewer?
9. N.A.

var106

How many more do you
thinkyou will actuallyhave?

var107

Well, considering everything, 0. None
how many more do you think 7. Don't know
you will really have?
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized, or
answered on v.106)
9. N.A.

var108

Does your husband want to
have more children? How
many more?

0. No
6. Wanted to have additional children but
could not tell how many he wanted
7. Don't know
8. Up to God
9. N.A.

var109

Just before your last
pregnancy did he want
another child sometime?

1. Wanted another
2. Didn't want another
3. Indifferent
4. Don't know
8. Inapplicable (Codes l-6, 8 on v.108 husband said how many he wanted)
9. N.A.

var110

How many children do you 0. None
think your hueband'e parents 1. One
would like you to have?
2. Two
10. Ten or more
11. No preference
12. Up to couple
13. Don't know
14. As many as possible
15. Husband's parents dead

0. None
7. Don't know, up to God
8. Inapplicable (R or husband sterilized)
9. N.A.
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16. Husband's parents on mainland
99. N.A.
var111

How many boye?

0. None
6. Six or more
7. Either alright
8. Inapplicable (Codes 11-16 on v.110 number of children husband's parents
would like you to have not given)
9. N.A.

var112

How many girls?

0. None
7. Either alright
8. Inapplicable (Codes 11-16 on v.110 number of children husband's parents
would like you to have not given)
9. N.A.

var113

How important is it to you
1. Very important
what your hueband'e parents 2. Somewhat important
want?
3. Not important
8. Inapplicable (Codes 11-16 on v.110 number of children husband's parents
would like you to have not given)
9. N.A.

var114

Why aren't you using
contraception if you don't
want any more children? first
reason

11. (Probably subfecund) - had operation R
thinks makes her unable to conceive
12. (Probably subfecund) - too old
13. (Probably subfecund) - menopause
14. (Probably subfecund) - haven't gotten
pregnant for a long time
21. Temporary physical - lactating
22. Temporary physical - post partum
amenorrhea
23. Currently pregnant
31. Low risk - husband away or ill
32. Low risk - wife ill
41. Of contraception - husband
disapproves
42. Of contraception - wife disapproves
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43. Of contraception - other relative
disapproves
44. Of contraception - wife fears ill health
or side effects
45. Of contraception - contraceptive failure
and lost confidence in that method, still
considered to try other methods
51. Subjective reasons - inconvenient,
troublesome, no time, too much bother
52. Subjective reasons - up to God
61. Cost
62. Don't know where to get contraceptive
service
63. Don't know any suitable contraceptive
method
88. Inapplicable (using contraception now,
is sterilized, wants more children,
including pregnant - wants more)
99. N.A.
var115

Why aren't you using
contraception if you don't
want any more children?
second reason

0. No second reason mentioned
12. (Probably fecund) - too old
14. (Probably fecund) - haven't gotten
pregnant for a long time
21. Temporary physical - lactating
22. Temporary physical - post partum
amenorrhea
23. Currently pregnant
31. Low risk - husband away or ill
32. Low risk - wife ill
41. Of contraception - husband
disapproves
42. Of contraception - vife disapproves
44. Of contraception - wife fears ill health
or side effects
45. Of contraception - contraceptive failure
and lost confidence in that method, still
considered to try other methods
51. Subjective reasons - inconvenient,
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troublesome, no time, too much bother
61. Cost
62. Don't know where to get.contraceptfve
service
63. Don't know any suitable contraceptive
method
88. Inapplicable (using contraception now,
is sterilized, wants more children,
including pregnant - wants more)
99. N.A.
var116

Reasons for not using
contraception_first reason

0. Inapplicable (using contraception now,
is sterilized, wants more children,
including pregnant - wants more)
1. Recently pregnant (breastfeeding,
P.P.A.)
2. Not sure can get pregnant because hasn't
for long time
3. Can't get pregnant, too old, menopause
4. Don't know any suitable method
5. Husband opposed
7. Inconvenient-to use
8. Fear side effects, ill health from use
9. Don't know where to get contraceptive
services

var117

Reasons for not using
0. Inapplicable (no second reason
contraception_second reaeon mentioned; or using contraception now, is
sterilized, wants more children
1. Recently pregnant (breastfeeding,
P.P.A.)
2. Not sure can get pregnant because hasn't
for long time
3. Can't get pregnant, too old, menopause
4. Don't know any suitable method
5. Husband opposed
7. Inconvenient-to use
8. Fear side effects, ill health from use
9. Don't know where to get contraceptive
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services
var118

Reasons for not using
contraception_third reason

0. Inapplicable (no third reason mentioned;
or using contraception now, is sterilized,
wants more children
1. Recently pregnant (breastfeeding,
P.P.A.)
4. Don't know any suitable method
7. Inconvenient to use
8. Fear side effects, ill health from use
9. Don't know.where to get contraceptive
services

var119

Do you plan to use
contraception in the future?
When do you think you will
etart? (months from now)

0. No
1. One month from now
2. Two months
60. Sixty months or more
61. In near future
62. After lactation
63. After the last child is one year old
64. After next menstruation resomes
65. Husband was away for business, plan
to use contraception when he returns home
66. After recovery from poor health
71. After having one more son
72. After having two more sons
81. After having one more daughter
82. After having two more daughters
88. Inapplicable (using now)
91. After having one additional child
92. After having two additional children
93. After having three additional children
94. After having four additional children
99. N.A.

var120

Higheet level of school your
husband attended?
Graduated?

1. None - illiterate
2. None - can read
11. Primary - attended
12. Primary - graduated
21. Junior high - attended (or junior
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vocational)
22. Junior high - graduated (or junior
vocational)
31. Senior high - attended (or senior
vocational)
32. Senior high - graduated (or senior
vocational)
41. College - attended
42. College - graduated
51. University - attended
52. University - graduated or above
99. N.A.
var121

Highest level you attended?
Graduated?

var122

What level of school did your 0. No formal - illiterate
hueband's father complete?
1. No formal - can read
Can he read?
2. Japanese education but level of school is
What is the highest level of not clear
school your father conpleted? 3. Primary
4. Junior high or junior vocational
Can he read?
5. Senior high or senior vocational
6. College

var123

1. None - illiterate
2. None - can read
11. Primary - attended
12. Primary - graduated
21. Junior high - attended (or junior
vocational)
22. Junior high - graduated (or junior
vocational)
31. Senior high - attended (or senior
vocational)
32. Senior high - graduated (or senior
vocational)
41. College - attended
42. College - graduated
51. University - attended
52. University - graduated or above
99. N.A.
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7. University or above
9. N.A.
var124

var125

What is the education of your 1. No formal
husband's oldest brother?
11. Primary - attended
What is the education of your 12. Primary - graduated
husband'e youngest brother? 21. Junior high or junior vocational attended
22. Junior high or junior vocational graduated
31. Senior high or senior vocational attended
32. Senior high or senior vocational graduated
41. College - attended
42. College - graduated
51. University or above - attended
52. University or above - graduated
88. Inapplicable (no older brother)
99. N.A., don't know

var126

Where was your hueband
4000. In the mainland
born? Use standard h-digit
5000. Foreign countries
code (see sheet which follows 9999. N.A.
index)

var127

Is he Fukienese, Hakka, or
what?

var128

Are you Fukienese, Hakka, or
what?

var129

Husband's occupation

var130

Husband's occupation (if
unemployed or retired)

1. Fukienese
2. Hakka
3. Mainlander
4. Aborigine
6. Japanese
7. All other
9. N.A.

請見附錄二
請見附錄三
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var131

What industry or buainees ie 0. Not working; jobless, retired,
that in?
unemployed, student, or died
1. Agriculture, fishing, husbandry, hunting,
forestry
2. Manufacturing, mining, construction,
public utilities
3. Commerce - stand seller, peddler, store,
merchant; finance
4. Transportation and communication
(highway, railway, post, telegram, etc.)
5. Personal services - entertainment, hotel,
restaurant, cook, barber, tailor, waiter,
repair services, bar
6. Government services: people in
government offices, army, police, etc.
7. Professional services: educational,
research and scientific institutions;
medicine; law; journalism; public health
8. Others
9. N.A.

var132

Does he work for himself, a 1. Self
relative, or for someone else? 2. Family business
3. Relative
4. Someone else
8. Inapplicable (Not working; jobless,
retired, unemployed, student, or died)
9. N.A.

var133

Does your husband have a
second job?

var134

Husband's occupation on
second job

var135

What industry or business is
that in?

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.
請見附錄四
1. Agriculture, fishing, husbandry, hunting,
forestry
2. Manufacturing, mining, construction,
public utilities
3. Commerce - stand seller, peddler, store,
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merchant; finance
4. Transportation and communication
(highway, railway, post, telegram, etc.)
5. Personal-services - entertainment, hotel,
restaurant, cook, barber, tailor, waiter,
repair services, bar
6. Government services: people in
government offices, army, police, etc.
7. Professional services - educational,
research and scientific institutions;
medicine; law; journalism; public health
8. Inapplicable (Not working; jobless,
retired, unemployed, student, or died)
9. N.A.
var136

Does your hueband own the
land he farms?

1. Owns it alone
2. Owns it with others
3. Rents it
4. Works for someone else
5. Owns it alone; owns it with others
6. Owns it alone; rents it
8. Owns it with others; rents it
88. Inapplicable (first or second job is not
in farming or second job is something
minor, e.g. raising a pig in the yard)
99. N.A. [v.133 cases coded N.A. should
have been asked this question but weren't]

var137

How much land does he
farm?

5. 5 li
6. 6 li
12. 1 fen 2 li
115. 1 chia 1 fen 5 li
997. 9 chia 9 fen 7 li or more
998. Inapplicable (first or second job not in
farming or works for someone else or
second job is something minor, e.g. raisin
999. N.A. [same as on v.136]

var138

Does your husband hire help? 1. Yes
2. No
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8. Inapplicable (first or second job not in
farming or works for someone else)
9. N.A.
var139

Does your hueband work for 1. Yes
wages on others' land?
2. No
8. Inapplicable (neither first nor second job
in farming, student, or jobless)
9. N.A.

var140

Apart from you and your
hueband does anyone else in
this household have a
non-farm job?

var141

Husband's occupation in his
first regular job

var142

What industry or business
was that in?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inapplicable. ( R doesn't live on farm or
either she or husband has a non-farm job)
[some whose husband has a non-farm j
9. N.A.
請見附錄二
0. Not working; jobless, retired,
unemployed, student, or died [almost all
not working now were coded by their
former occup
1. Agriculture, fishing, husbandry, hunting,
forestry
2. Manufacturing, mining, construction,
public utilities
3. Commerce - stand seller , peddler, store,
merchant; finance
4. Transportation and communication
(highway, railway, post, telegram, etc.)
5. Personal services -entertainment, hotel,
restaurant, cook, barber, tailor, waiter,
repair services, bar
6. Government services: people in
government offices, army, police, etc.
7. Professional services: educational,
research and scientific institutions;
medicine; law; journalism; public hbalth
8. Others
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9. N.A.
var143

Dis he work for himself or
what?

var144

How old was he when he
88. Inapplicable (jobless or student)
started regular work? (years) 99. N.A.

var145

Husband's father's occupation
when husband was growing
up

var146

Did he work for himself or
what?

var147

Husband's father's occupation
when you and your husband
were married

var148

Did he work for himself or
what?

var149

Your father's occupation
when you were growing up

var150

Did he work for himself or
what?

1. Self
2. Family business
3. Relative
4. Someone else
8. Inapplicable (Not working; jobless,
retired, unemployed, student, or died
[almost all not working now were coded
by thei
9. N.A.

請見附錄三

1. Self
2. Relative
3. Someone else
8. Inapplicable (doesn't know his
occupation, jobless, or died)
9. N.A.
請見附錄五

1. Self
2. Relative
3. Someone else
8. Inapplicable (know his occupation at
time husband was growing up or doesn't
know his occupation when married,
jobless, o
9. N.A.
請見附錄二
1. Self
2. Relative
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3. Someone else
8. Inapplicable (doesn't know his
occupation, jobless, or died)
9. N.A.
var151

How many children were
born alive to your mother,
including you?

99. N.A.

var152

How many boys?

var153

How many girls?

0. None
8. Eight or more
9. N.A.

var154

How many children were
born alive to your husband's
mother, including him?

99. N.A.

var155

How many boys?

var156

How many girls?

var157

Number of husband's older
brothers living

0. None
8. Eight or more
9. N.A.

var158

Number of husband's older
sisters living

var159

Number of husband's
younger brothers living

var160

Number of husband's
younger sisters living

var161

How many sons do your
husband's married brothers
have?

0. None
5. Five or more
8. Inapplicable (no brothers, or no married
brothers)
9. N.A.

var162

Ideal number of children

7. Seven or more
8. Don't know after probe
9. N.A.

var163

Probed or not_ideal number
of children

1. Not probed
2. Probed
3. N.A.
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var164

Ideal number of boys

7. Either alright
8. Inapplicable (coded 8 on v.162 - don't
know ideal number)
9. N.A.

var165

Ideal number of girls

0. None
7. Either alright
8. Inapplicable (coded 8 on v.162 - don't
know ideal number)
9. N.A.

var166

If you couldn't have children, 1. One more
would you rather have one
2. One less
more or one lese?
3. Insisted on the ideal number she
preferred
4. Depends
8. Inapplicable (coded 8 on v.162 - don't
know ideal number)
9. N.A.

var167

Number preference tree path 1. PN1
number
2. PN2
3. PN3
4. PN4
5. PN5
6. PN6
7. PN7
8. PN8
9. N.A.

var168

Sex preference tree path
number

1. PS1
2. PS2
3. PS3
4. PS4
5. PS5
6. PS6
7. PS7
8. PS8
9. N.A.
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var169

Would you try to have more
children in hopes of having at
least one boy? Would you
stop after a certain number or
try regardless?

0. No
1. Stop after 1 daughter
6. After 6 daughters or more
7. Try until get son - regardless
8. Uncertain
9. N.A.

var170

Would you try to have more
children in hopes of having a
second boy? Would you stop
after a certain number or try
regardless?

0. No
1. Stop after 1 daughter
6. After 6 daughters or more
7. Try until get second son - regardless
8. Uncertain
9. N.A., Inapplicable (coded 0 on v.169
wouldn't try for 1 boy)

var171

Would you try to have more
children in hopes of having at
least one girl? Would you
stop after a certain number or
try regardlees?

0. No
1. Stop after 1 son
2. After 2 sons
6. After 6 sons or more
7. Try until get daughter - regardless
8. Uncertain
9. N.A.

var172

Husband's ideal number of
children

0. None
6. Six or more
7. Up to God, the more the better
8. Don't know
9. N.A.

var173

Would he want less than PU
said you preferred or what?

1. Less
2. Same
3. More
4. Don't know
8. Inapplicable (coded 0-6 on v.172 - knew
husband's ideal number)
9. N.A.

var174

What do you think his second 1. One more
choice would be? One, more 2. One less
or one less?
3. Insisted on wanting ideal number only
4. Either alright
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5. Don't know
8. Inapplicable (coded 4 on v.173 - didn't
knuw whether husband wanted more or
less than R)
9. N.A.
var175

Husband's ideal number of
boys

0. None
6. Six or more
7. Either alright
8. Inapplicable (coded 4 on v.173 - didn't
know whether husband wanted more or
less than R)
9. N.A. or don't know

var176

Husband's ideal number of
girls

0. None
7. Either alright
8. Inapplicable (coded 4 on v.173 - didn't
know whether husband wanted more or
less than R)
9. N.A..or don't know

var177

Main advantages of a large
family_first mention

0. No advantages to having a large family 'no good'
1. More people to earn money (later) to
support parents, to help the family
financially
2. Quality of family life benefits - more
pleasant, happy, fun, interesting; larger
families have stronger ties
3. Children can help each other, instruct
each other
4. More people to help in business, on
farm, around the house
5. One doesn't have to worry about
children's early death
6. One (or two) may be gifted, successful,
filial
7. Depends on family finances
8. Other advantages
9. N.A.
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var178

Main advantages of a large
family_second mention

0. No advantages or no second mention
1. More people to earn money (later) to
support parents, to help the family
financially
2. Quality of family life benefits - more
pleasant, happy, fun, interesting; larger
families have stronger ties
3. Children can help each other, instruct
each other
4. More people to help in business, on
farm, around the house
5. One doesn't have to worry about
children's early death
6. One (or two) may be gifted, successful,
filial
7. Depends on family finances
8. Other advantages
9. N.A.

var179

Disadvantages of a large
family_first mention

0. No disadvantages
1. The economic burden is heavy; costly to
bring up; hard or costly to educate them,
housing problem
2. Hard on health of mother; hard work for
mother or parents; worries
3. Quality of family life suffers - quarrels,
noise, social problems,irresponsibility
4. Children will suffer; hard to take care of
them
5. May not be able to give children so
much education
7. Depends on family finances
8. Other disadvantages
9. N.A.

var180

Disadvantages of a large
family_second mention

0. No disadvantages, or no second mention
1. The economic burden is heavy; costly to
bring up; hard or costly to educate them,
housing problem
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2. Hard on health of mother; hard work for
mother or parents; worries
3. Quality of family life suffers - quarrels,
noise, social problems,irresponsibility
4. Children will suffer; hard to take care of
them
5. May not be able to give children so
much education
7. Depends on family finances
8. Other disadvantages
9. N.A.
var181

Main advantages of a small
family_first mention

0. No advantages
1. The economic burden is lighter;
educational expenses less; better standard
of living; more saving; no housing
problem; l
2. Quality of family life benefits - life will
be more enjoyable, quieter, warmer, closer,
more freedom
3. Parents will benefit - more leisure, better
for health of mother; less worry
4. Can give children more education,
children will benefit - more care, attention
7. Depends on family finances
8. Other advantages
9. N.A.

var182

Main advantages of a small
family_second mention

0. No advantages, or no second mention
1. The economic burden is lighter;
educational expenses less; better standard
of living; more saving; no housing
problem; l
2. Quality of family life benefits - life will
be more enjoyable, quieter, warmer, closer,
more freedom
3. Parents will benefit - more leisure, better
for health of mother; less worry
4. Can give children more education,
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children will benefit - more care, attention
7. Depends on family finances
8. Other advantages
9. N.A.
var183

Disadvantages of a small
family_first mention

0. No disadvantages
1. Children may die, have accidents (then
there is nobody .to help in old age)
2. Financial problem for parents in old age;
less financial support from grown children;
fewer people to earn in small fami
3. Lonely; quality of family life suffers;
children may be spoiled
4. Less help in business, on farm, with
housework, in family activities, in case of
family emergencies
5. Heavy financial responsibility for
children; less chance for mutual financial
assistance between children
6. Chance of having a financially
successful or filial child is smaller
7. Depends on family finances
8. Other disadvantages
9. N.A. or don't know

var184

Disadvantages of a small
family_second mention

0. No disadvantages, or no second mention
1. Children may die, have accidents (then
there is nobody .to help in old age)
2. Financial problem for parents in old age;
less financial support from grown children;
fewer people to earn in small fami
3. Lonely; quality of family life suffers;
children may be spoiled
4. Less help in business, on farm, with
housework, in family activities, in case of
family emergencies
5. Heavy financial responsibility for
children; less chance for mutual financial
assistance between children
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6. Chance of having a financially
successful or filial child is smaller
7. Depends on family finances
8. Other disadvantages
9. N.A. or don't know
var185

Do you think it is desirable
that most couples in Taiwan
have no more than two
children?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
9. N.A.

var186

Would you agree or disagree
with the statement that 'in
order to show filial piety, a
couple must have many
children'?

1. Agree
2. Disagree
8. Don't know
9. N.A.

var187

When you answered this,
33. Don't know
what number of children did 99. N.A.
you have in mind as 'many' ?

var188

Do you think health
conditions for young children
are now much better or what
than when you were a young
child?

1. Much better
2. A little better
3. About the same
4. Worse
5. Don't know
9. N.A.

var189

People used to think families
should have a large number
of children because some
would die. Do you think this
is still important these days?

1. Very important
2. Fairly important
3. Not too important
4. Not important at all
5. Don't know
9. N.A.

var190

Do you think young people
nowadays are more willing or
what to do? a. to live with
their parents after they have
married

1. More willing
2. Just as willing
3. Somewhat less willing
4. Much less willing
5. Don't know
9. N.A. (could not say)
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var191

Do you think young people
nowadays are more willing or
what to do? b. to give part of
their wages to their parents
when they start earning

1. More willing
2. Just as willing
3. Somewhat less willing
4. Much less willing
5. Don't know
9. N.A. (could not say)

var192

Do you think young people
nowadays are more willing or
what to do? c. to support their
parents in their old age

var193

Do you think young people
nowadays are more willing or
what to do? d. to ask parents’
adtice about their affairs

var194

Do you think a newlywed
couple should live with the
husband's folks or by
themselves?

var195

When your sons have grown 1. Only for a few years after your son's
up and are married, do you
marriage
expect to live together?
2. All the rest of your life
3. Only when you are old
4. Combination of (1) and (3)
5. Never
6. Uncertain or depends
9. N.A.

var196

What means of financial
support do you think you end
your husband might have
when you get old? first
mention

1. With husband's folks
2. Depends
3. By themselves
9. Couldn't say; N.A.

0. None (no source of financial support)
1. Help from children
2. Income from farm
3. Income from business
4. Income from other property or property
generally
5. Pension
6. Savings
7. Other
9. N.A.
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var197

What means of financial
support do you think you end
your husband might have
when you get old? second
mention

0. None (no source of financial support) or
no second mention
1. Help from children
2. Income from farm
3. Income from business
4. Income from other property or property
generally
5. Pension
6. Savings
7. Other
9. N.A.

var198

How about sons?

1. A good deal
2. A little
3. Not at all
4. Uncertain; depends
8. Inapplicable (sons mentioned as means
of financial support on v.196
9. N.A.

var199

Do you expect your sons to
contribute to the family
financially before their
marriage by:

var200

Do you expect your
daughters to contribute?

1. Working in the family business or farm
2. Working for pay and contributing
money
3. Neither
9. N.A.

var201

How many children do you
think your daughter-in-law
should have__children

var202

How many children do you
think your daughter-in-law
should have__Boys

var203

How many children do you
think your daughter-in-law
should have__Girls

var204

How important to you is it
1. Very important
that your family have a male 2. Important
heir?
3. Not so important

7. Seven or more
8. Up to God, more the better, or entirely
up to daughter-in-law
9. N.A.
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4. Unimportant
9. N.A.
var205

Do you strongly agree or
what that:a. Most of the
important decisions in the life
of the family should be made
by the man of the house

var206

Do you strongly agree or
what that:b. There is some
work that is men's and some
that is women's and they
shouldnVt be doing each
other's

var207

Do you strongly agree or
what that:c. A wife should
not expect her husband to
help around the house after
he has come home from a
hard day's work

var208

Do you strongly agree or
what that:d. It is perfectly all
right for men to go out alone
about as often as they like

var209

Do you strongly agree or
what that:e. It is perfectly all
right for women to be active
in organizations or work or
other outside activities while
the children are still small

var210

Should parents or children
have the most say about:a.
whether parents and married
children live together

var211

Should parents or children
have the most say about:b.
how much education a child

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Don't know
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
9. N.A.

1. Parents
2. Children
3. Both
9. N.A.
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should have
var212

Should parents or children
have the most say about:c.
what occupation a-child
should follow

1. Parents
2. Children
3. Both
9. N.A.

var213

Should parents or children
have the most say about:d.
whether a daughter should
work before she is married

var214

Should parents or children
have the most say about:e.
whether a daughter should
work after marriage but
befors she has children

var215

Should parents or children
have the most say about:f.
how much financial
contribution to the family a
son or daughter should make
before marriage

var216

Should parents or children
have the most say about:g.
whom a daughter should
marry

var217

Should parents or children
have the most say about:h.
whom a son should marry

var218

Should parents or children
have the most say about:i.
how many children a
daughter or daughter-in-law
should have

var219

What kind of religion do you 1. Buddist
believe in?
2. Taoist or traditional Chinese
3. Catholic
4. Protestant
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5. True Jesus Church
6. No Religion
7. Other
9. N.A.
var220

How many times have you
1. Never
gone to worship in temples in 2. 1-2 times
the past year?
3. 3-4 times
4. More than 5
9. N.A.

var221

Do you take your children
with you?

var222

1. Yes
2. No
Did you make a contribution 8. Inapplicable (coded 1 on v.220 - never
worshiped in past year)
to the temples hat year?
9. N.A.

var223

Do you teach your children
that when they go by a
temple they should

1. Pray
2. Burn paper
3. Pay respect or bow
4. Do nothing
5. 2+3
8. Inapplicable (did not go to church or
temple last year or no children)
9. N.A.

var224

For those ancestors who are
dead, do you or your husband
observe the ceremonies on
their birth date andlor death
date or at the special times
for ancestor worship for:his
parents

1. At birth date and/or death date
2. At the springtime/New years/Autumn
3. Both
4. Do not observe either time or parents
still alive
9. N.A.

var225

For those ancestors who are
dead, do you or your husband
observe the ceremonies on
their birth date andlor death
date or at the special times
for ancestor worship for:his
grandparents
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var226

For those ancestors who are
dead, do you or your husband
observe the ceremonies on
their birth date andlor death
date or at the special times
for ancestor worship for:all
ancestors including remote

1. At birth date and/or death date
2. At the springtime/New years/Autumn
3. Both
4. Do not observe either time
9. N.A.

var227

Do you believe that the site 1. Believe very much
of your ancestors' graves will 2. Believe it
influence family prosperity? 3. Don't believe it
4. Doubtful, suspicious
9. N.A. or don't know

var228

What do you think is the
most important thing in
whether a young man gets
ahead? Luck

var229

What do you think is the
most important thing in
whether a young man gets
ahead? Ability

var230

What do you think is the
most important thing in
whether a young man gets
ahead? Help from parents or
relations

var231

What do you think is the
most important thing in
whether a young man gets
ahead? Hard work

var232

What do you think is the
most important thing in
whether a young man gets
ahead? Fate

var233

Newspaper reading frequency 1. Every day
2. Several times a week
3. Once a week

1. First important
2. Second important
3. Third important
4. Fourth important
5. Fifth important
9. N.A. or don't know
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4. Less often
5. Never
6. Illiterate
9. N.A.
var234

What newspaper do you read 0. Inapplicable (never read or illiterate)
most often?
1. Central Daily News
2. China Times
3. United Daily News
4. Hsin-sheng Pao
5. Hsin-Wen Pao
6. China Daily News
7. Taiwan Daily News
8. Economic Daily News
9. Tah-Hwa Evening News
10. Min-Tsu Evening News
11. Tzu-li Evening News
12. China Evening News
13. Keng-Sheng Pao
14. Kuo Yu Daily News
15. Chueh Su Pao
21. 2+1
31. 3+1
32. 3+2
41. 4+1
42. 4+2
43. 4+3
52. 5+2
53. 5+3
54. 5+4
61. 6+1
62. 6+2
63. 6+3
64. 6+4
65. 6+5
71. 7+1
72. 7+2
73. 7+3
74. 7+4
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75. 7+5
76. 7+6
81. 8+1
82. 8+2
83. 8+3
86. 8+6
87. 8+7
88. Other
91. 9+1
93. 9+3
96. 9+6
99. N.A.
var235

What columns do you read
most often?

0. Inapplicable (never read, or illiterate)
1. International news
2. National news
3. Social news
4. Local news
5. Serial or story and Chueh Su Pao
6. Women & the family
7. Others
8. Entertainment
9. Sports

var236

Magazine reading frequency: 0. Inapplicable (Illiterate)
1. Often1
2. Not so often
3. Never
9. N.A.

var237

Which magazines do you
read most often?

0. Inapplicable (never read or illiterate)
1. Women
2. T.V. weekly
3. Fashion dress magazine
4. Reader digest
5. Female magazine
6. Today's world
7. Happy, family
8. Others
9. N.A.
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var238

Have you ever read the T.V.
weekly magazines?

0. Inapplicable (illiterate)
1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var239

In the last month how often
did you read the T.V.
weekly?

0. Inapplicable (Never read magazines or
illiterate and never read T.V. weekly)
1. Every issue
2. Every other issue
3. Never
9. N.A.

var240

Have you ever seen family
planning information there?

0. Inapplicable (Never read magazines or
illiterate or never read T.V. weekly, or did
not read T.V. weekly in the last mont
1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var241

Radio listening frequency

1. Every day
2. Several times a week
3. Once or twice a week
4. Less often
5. Never
9. N.A.

var242

What times do you listen to
the radio?

0. Inapplicable (Never listen)
1. 5 - 7 A.M.
2. 7 - 8 A.M.
3. 8 - 10 A.M.
4. 10 - 11 A.M.
5. 11 - 12 Noon
6. 12 - 1 P.M.
7. 1 - 2 P.M.
8. 2 - 4 P.M.
9. 4 - 6 P.M.
10. 6 - 8 P.M.
11. 8- 10 P.M.
12. 10 - 11 P.M.
13. 11 - 12 P.M.
14. Uncertain, when there is a good
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program
15. Uncertain, when free
16. 12+2 A.M.
17. 10+11
20. 11+12
21. 01+02
22. 11+13
23. 2+3
31. 3+1
32. 3+2
33. 12+13
42. 4+2
43. 4+3
51. 5+1
53. 5+3
98. 9+8
99. N.A.
var243

What kind of program do you 0. Inapplicable (never heard, or uncertain
listen to most often?
when there is a good program)
1. Mandarin popular song
2. Taiwanese popular song
3. Variety show
4. Light music
5. Mandarin drama
6. Taiwanese drama
7. Taiwanese opera
8. Others
9. News and weather cast

var244

Which is second?

0. Inapplicable (Never heard or no second
program mentioned)
1. Mandarin popular song
2. Taiwanese popular song
3. Variety show
4. Light music
5. Mandarin drama
6. Taiwanese drama
7. Taiwanese opera
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8. Others
9. News and weather cast
var245

Which is third?

0. Inapplicable (Never heard or no second
and third program mentioned)
1. Mandarin popular song
2. Taiwanese popular song
3. Variety show
4. Light music
5. Mandarin drama
6. Taiwanese drama
7. Taiwanese opera
8. Others
9. News and weather cast

var246

Did you hear any family
planning story or
announcement on the radio
recently? What did you hear?

0. No or inapplicable (Never heard)
1. About population problems
2. About disadvantages of having a large
family size
3. About contraceptive methods
4. 1+2
5. 1+3
6. 2+3
7. 1+2+3
9. Unknown

var247

What did you think of it? first 0. Inapplicable (Never heard of the family
mention
planning messages, or never listen to the
radio)
1. Very good; meaningful; useful for the
females
2. Just fair
3. No advantage, no need to make
advertisement for such thing, etc.
4. Increased contraceptive knowledge
5. To stimulate the family planning
practice earlier
6. It is not good because the program
emphasizes the two-child family
9. N.A.
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var248

What did you think of it?
second mention

0. No second mention or Inapplicable
(Never heard of the family planning
messages, or never listen to the radio)
1. Very good; meaningful; useful for the
females
2. Just fair
3. No advantage, no need to make
advertisement for such thing, etc.
4. Increased contraceptive knowledge
5. To stimulate the family planning
practice earlier
6. It is not good because the program
emphasizes the two-child family
9. N.A.

var249

T.V. watching frequency

1. Every day
2. Several times a week
3. Once or twice a week
4. Less often
5. Never
9. N.A.

var250

Which programs do you
watch most often?

0. Inapplicable.(Code 5 on v.249 - never
watch; when there is a good program)
1. Mixed T.V. serial drama
2. Mixed T.V. drama
3. T.V. serial movie
4. Taiwanese opera
5. Singing programs
6. Puppet show
7. News and weather cast
8. Others
9. N.A.

var251

Which is second(T.V.
programs)?

0. Inapplicable.(Code 5 on v.249) or no
second program
1. Mixed T.V. serial drama
2. Mixed T.V. drama
3. T.V. serial movie
4. Taiwanese opera
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5. Singing programs
6. Puppet show
7. News and weather cast
8. Others
9. N.A.
var252

Which is third(T.V.
programs)?

0. Inapplicable.(Code 5 on v.249 - never
watch; or no third program)
1. Mixed T.V. serial drama
2. Mixed T.V. drama
3. T.V. serial movie
4. Taiwanese opera
5. Singing programs
6. Puppet show
7. News and weather cast
8. Others
9. N.A.

var253

Did you ever watch the T.V. 0. Inapplicable (Code 5 on v.250- never
F.P. program about “Happy watch)
Family”? What did they say? 1. Two children are right enough
2. Girls are as good as boys
3. Not to have too many children
4. Introducing contraceptive methods
5. Spacing your child births, or limiting
your children, or plan your family earlier
6. Comparison of advantages and
disadvantages between large family and
small family with emphasis on advangage
of small fam
7. The relationship between family
economic status children education and
number of children
8. Others
9. N.A.

var254

Did you like it? Why? first
reason

0. Inapplicable (Code 5 on v.250 - never
watch)
1. Make sense, very practical
2. Increase contraceptive knowledge, very
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useful to women, or answer questions
about contraception, etc.
3. Emphasis on the importance of family
planning, disadvantages of having too
many children, or two children are right
enough
4. Entertaining
5. Like it because it is an educational
program
9. N.A.
var255

Did you like it? Why?
Second reason

var256

Last year how many time sin 1. Four times or more
the average month did you go 2. Two or three times
to the movies?
3. One time
4. Less than one time
How about your husband?
5. Never
6. Not certain
9. N.A.

var257

var258

Have you seen other
information, announcements,
printed materials, or posters
about family planning in the
last 3months? Whatwaa it?

0. Inapplicable (Code 5 on v.250 - never
watch; or no second reason mentioned)
1. Make sense, very practical
2. Increase contraceptive knowledge, very
useful to women, or answer questians
about contraception, etc.
3. Emphasis on the importance of family
planning, disadvantages of having too
many children, or two children are right
enough
4. Entertaining
5. Like it because it is an educational
program
9. N.A.

0. No
1. Announcements
2. Posters
3. Printed materials
4. Leaflet
5. Pamphlet
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6. Book and magazine
7. Combination of two information
8. Combination of three information
9. N.A.
var259

If printed material, where did 0. Inapplicable (Never seen)
you get it from?
1. At railway stations, or at highway
stations
2. On train, or on bus
3. At health station, or at hospital
4. On roadside
5. At beauty saloon
6. At home (post partum mailing)
7. At public institute, school, or factory
8. Others
9. N.A.

var260

Did you read it7 Why not?
first reason

0. Inapplicable (never seen or ever read it)
1. Did not pay attention to it, or no interest
2. No spare time
3. Illiterate
4. Already knew contraceptive method and
need not study it
9. N.A.

var261

Did you read it7 Why not?
second reason

0. Inapplicable (never seen or nwer read it,
or no second reason)
2. No spare time
9. N.A.

var262

Rave you ever seen the
Family Planning postage
stamp?

0. Inapplicable (code 0 on v.258 - never
read)
1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var263

Have you ever heard about
0. Inapplicable (townships other than,
the fadly planning telephone Taipei City, Taipei County, Keelung City
service in Taipei?
and Taoyuan County
1. Yes
2. No
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9. N.A.
var264

If you wanted to find out
about family planning with
whom would you talk? first
person mentioned

1. Husband
2. Neighbor
3. Friend
4. Relatives including parents
5. Midwife
6. Health personnel incl.uding family
planning workers
7. Private medical doctors
8. Medical doctors at the public hospital
9. N.A.

var265

If you wanted to find out
about family planning with
whom would you talk?
second person mentioned

1. Husband
2. Neighbor
3. Friend
4. Relatives including parents
5. Midwife
6. Health personnel incl.uding family
planning workers
7. Private medical doctors
8. Medical doctors at the public hospital
9. N.A. or no second person mentioned

var266

If you wanted to find out
about family planning with
whom would you talk? third
person mentioned

1. Husband
2. Neighbor
3. Friend
4. Relatives including parents
5. Midwife
6. Health personnel incl.uding family
planning workers
7. Private medical doctors
8. Medical doctors at the public hospital
9. N.A. or no second or third person
mentioned

var267

Did a health worker ever visit 1. Yes
you to talk about family
2. No
plating?
9. N.A.
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var268

When was the laet time?
(months ago)

0. Inapplicable (helath worker never
visited)
1. One month ago
98. Ninety-eight or more months
99. N.A.

var269

Have you ever been to the
Health Station?

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var270

When? year

0. Inapplirshle (coded 2 on v.267 and 2 on
v.269 - health worker never visited and R
never been to the Health Station)
46. 1957
47. 1958
62. 1973
99. N.A.; unknown

var271

When? month

0. Inapplicable (Same as on v.270)
99. N.A.

var272

What did you go for?

0. Inapplicable (coded 2 on v.269 - never
been to the Health Station)
1. For vaccination, or health examination,
or ask for health information
2. To see doctor because of sick, ask for
medicine; antenatal examination
3. Ask for contraceptive information; ask
for coupon
4. For contraception (loop inserted, buying
pill, etc.)
5. 1+4
6. Other reasons
7. Don't know
9. N.A.

var273

Was the visit helpful to you? 0. Inapplicable (Code 2 on v.269 - never
In what way?
been)
1. Yes, about contraceptive information, or
practice of family planning (loop insertion,
or pill and condom supply)
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2. Yes, about health, or health information
3. Yes, about how to bring up baby
4. Yes, about antenatal care
5. Yes, 1 + 2
6. Yes, 1 + 3
7. Yes, others
8. No
9. N.A.
var274

Did you get a coupon for
contraceptives? Did you use
that coupon?

0. Inapplicable (Coded 2 on v. 269 - never
been)
1. Yes and used it
2. Yes, but not used it
8. No
9. N.A.

var275

Husband's income from any
source last year (if he farms
or is in business)

0. <12,000 NT$
1. NT$ 12,000 - 23,999
2. NT$ 24,000 - 35,999
3. NT$ 36,000 - 47,999
4. NT$ 48,000 - 59,999
5. NT$ 60,000 - 71,999
6. NT$ 72,000 - 83,999
7. NT$ 84,000 and over
8. Inapplicable (husband's main occupation
is not farming or business)
9. N.A.

var276

Husband's income from any
source last year in the
average month (if he doesn't
farm and isn't in business)

0. <1,000 NT$
1. NT$ 1,000 - 1,999
2. NT$ 2,000 - 2,999
3. NT$ 3,000 - 3,999
4. NT$ 4,000 - 4,999
5. NT$ 5,000 - 5,999
6. NT$ 6,000 - 6,999
7. NT$ 7,000 and over
8. Inapplicable (husband's main occupation
is farming or business
9. N.A.
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var277

Total additional income

0. No additional income
100. NT$ 100
99998. NT$ 99,998 and over
99999. N.A. on all additional income
questions

var278

Has R earned any income in 1. Yes
last year that wasn't included 2. No
in husband's?
9. N.A.

var279

Number of people (apart
from R and husband) who
contributed to the family
income last year

var280

Number of adults who live on 99. N.A.
the family income

var281

Number of children (under
15) who live on the family
income

var282

Do you plan to breastfeed the 1. Yes
baby?
2. No
3. Not sure or don't know
4. Uncertainly pregnant at time of interviev
8. Inapplicable (not currently pregnant)
9. N.A.

var283

Did you breastfeed your last
child?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inapplicable (no live birth)
9. N.A.

var284

How many months did you
breastfeed?

0. Zero months
88. Inapplicable (no children or did not
breastfeed last child)
99. N.A.

var285

Are you breastfeeding now?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inap. (no children)
9. N.A.

0. None
8. Eight or more
9. N.A.

0. None
99. N.A.
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var286

Number of pregnancies that
came too close together?

0. Zero
8. Inapplicable (no pregnancies)
9. N.A.

var287

Number of pregnancies that
came too far apart?

0. Zero
6. Six or more
8. Inapplicable (no pregnancies)
9. N.A.

var288

Number of adopted boys

var289

Number of adopted girls

0. Zero
9. N.A.

var290

Number of births which were 0. Zero
wanted
8. 8 or more
9. N.A.

var291

Number of births which were 0. Zero (include women with no live
not wanted
births)
7. Seven or more
9. N.A.

var292

Total number of completed
pregnancies

0. Zero

var293

For the 1st pregnancy: Year
of end of 1st pregnancy (in
Chinese year)

99. Year N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var294

For the 1st pregnancy: Month 99. Date N.A.
of end of 1st pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var295

For the 1st pregnancy: Sex (if 1. Male live birth
live birth), or outcome of 1st 2. Female live birth
pregnancy (if not live birth) 3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var296

For the 1st pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
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9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)
var297

For the 1st pregnancy: Where
living or date (or age) of
death (Date of death given, 2
col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given

var298

For the 1st pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var299

For the 1st pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var300

For the 1st pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

var301

For the 2nd pregnancy: Year 99. Year N.A.
of end of 2nd pregnancy (in 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)
Chinese year)

var302

For the 2nd pregnancy:
Month of end of 2nd
pregnancy

99. Date N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var303

For the 2nd pregnancy: Sex
(if live birth), or outcome of
2nd pregnancy (if not live

1. Male live birth
2. Female live birth
3. Live birth, sex N.A.

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)
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birth)

4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var304

For the 2nd pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)

var305

For the 2nd pregnancy:
Where living or date (or age)
of death (Date of death given,
2 col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given

var306

For the 2nd pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var307

For the 2nd pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var308

For the 2nd pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)
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var309

For the 3rd pregnancy: Year
of end of 3rd pregnancy (in
Chinese year)

99. Year N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var310

For the 3rd pregnancy:
Month of end of 3rd
pregnancy

99. Date N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var311

For the 3rd pregnancy: Sex
(if live birth), or outcome of
3rd pregnancy (if not live
birth)

1. Male live birth
2. Female live birth
3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var312

For the 3rd pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)

var313

For the 3rd pregnancy:
Where living or date (or age)
of death (Date of death given,
2 col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given

var314

For the 3rd pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
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8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)
var315

For the 3rd pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var316

For the 3rd pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var317

For the 4th pregnancy: Year
of end of 4th pregnancy (in
Chinese year)

99. Year N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var318

For the 4th pregnancy: Month 99. Date N.A.
of end of 4th pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var319

For the 4th pregnancy: Sex (if 1. Male live birth
live birth), or outcome of 4th 2. Female live birth
pregnancy (if not live birth) 3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var320

For the 4th pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)

var321

For the 4th pregnancy: Where
living or date (or age) of
death (Date of death given, 2
col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
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3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given
var322

For the 4th pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var323

For the 4th pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var324

For the 4th pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var325

For the 5th pregnancy: Year
of end of 5th pregnancy (in
Chinese year)

99. Year N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var326

For the 5th pregnancy: Month 99. Date N.A.
of end of 5th pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var327

For the 5th pregnancy: Sex (if 1. Male live birth
live birth), or outcome of 5th 2. Female live birth
pregnancy (if not live birth) 3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var328

For the 5th pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
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8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)
var329

For the 5th pregnancy: Where
living or date (or age) of
death (Date of death given, 2
col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given

var330

For the 5th pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var331

For the 5th pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var332

For the 5th pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var333

For the 6th pregnancy: Year
of end of 6th pregnancy (in
Chinese year)

99. Year N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var334

For the 6th pregnancy: Month 99. Date N.A.
of end of 6th pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var335

For the 6th pregnancy: Sex (if 1. Male live birth
live birth), or outcome of 6th 2. Female live birth
pregnancy (if not live birth) 3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
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6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)
var336

For the 6th pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)

var337

For the 6th pregnancy: Where
living or date (or age) of
death (Date of death given, 2
col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given

var338

For the 6th pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var339

For the 6th pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var340

For the 6th pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var341

For the 7th pregnancy: Year
of end of 7th pregnancy (in

99. Year N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)
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Chinese year)
var342

For the 7th pregnancy: Month 99. Date N.A.
of end of 7th pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var343

For the 7th pregnancy: Sex (if 1. Male live birth
live birth), or outcome of 7th 2. Female live birth
pregnancy (if not live birth) 3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var344

For the 7th pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)

var345

For the 7th pregnancy: Where
living or date (or age) of
death (Date of death given, 2
col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given

var346

For the 7th pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var347

For the 7th pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
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not a live birth)

pregnancy ended in live birth)

var348

For the 7th pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var349

For the 8th pregnancy: Year
of end of 8th pregnancy (in
Chinese year)

99. Year N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var350

For the 8th pregnancy: Month 99. Date N.A.
of end of 8th pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var351

For the 8th pregnancy: Sex (if 1. Male live birth
live birth), or outcome of 8th 2. Female live birth
pregnancy (if not live birth) 3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var352

For the 8th pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)

var353

For the 8th pregnancy: Where
living or date (or age) of
death (Date of death given, 2
col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given
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var354

For the 8th pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var355

For the 8th pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var356

For the 8th pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var357

For the 9th pregnancy: Year
of end of 9th pregnancy (in
Chinese year)

99. Year N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var358

For the 9th pregnancy: Month 99. Date N.A.
of end of 9th pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var359

For the 9th pregnancy: Sex (if 1. Male live birth
live birth), or outcome of 9th 2. Female live birth
pregnancy (if not live birth) 3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var360

For the 9th pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

var361

For the 9th pregnancy: Where 1. Child still alive: Living at home
living or date (or age) of
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)
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death (Date of death given, 2 3. Child still alive: Adopted out
col. for year, 2 col. for
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
month.)
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given
var362

For the 9th pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var363

For the 9th pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var364

For the 9th pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

var365

For the 10th pregnancy: Year 99. Year N.A.
of end of 10th pregnancy (in 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)
Chinese year)

var366

For the 10th pregnancy:
Month of end of 10th
pregnancy

99. Date N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)

var367

For the 10th pregnancy: Sex
(if live birth), or outcome of
10th pregnancy (if not live
birth)

1. Male live birth
2. Female live birth
3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)
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var368

For the 10th pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)

var369

For the 10th pregnancy:
Where living or date (or age)
of death (Date of death given,
2 col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given

var370

For the 10th pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var371

For the 10th pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var372

For the 10th pregnancy:
Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

var373

For the 11th pregnancy:Year 99. Year N.A.
of end of 11th pregnancy (in 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)
Chinese year)

var374

For the 11th pregnancy:
Month of end of 11th

1. Too narrow
2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

99. Date N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such preg.)
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pregnancy
var375

For the 11th pregnancy: Sex
(if live birth), or outcome of
11th pregnancy (if not live
birth)

1. Male live birth
2. Female live birth
3. Live birth, sex N.A.
4. Stillbirth
5. Miscarriage
6. Induced abortion
9. Out come N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var376

For the 11th pregnancy:
Whether birth wanted

1. Yes
2. No
3. Not sure
4. Wanted child of other sex
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
pregnancy did not end in a live birth)

var377

For the 11th pregnancy:
Where living or date (or age)
of death (Date of death given,
2 col. for year, 2 col. for
month.)

1. Child still alive: Living at home
2. Child still alive: Living elsewhere
3. Child still alive: Adopted out
4. Still alive, but N.A. where living
1000. Age at death given: Less than 1 year
2000. Age at death given: 1-5 years
3000. Age at death given: over 5 years
8888. Inapplicable (no such live birth)
9999. Dead, but neither date nor age at
death given

var378

For the 11th pregnancy:
Length of post-partum
amenorrhea for the last 2 live
births (number of months)

0. Zero months
97. Past-partum amenorrhea
98. Got pregnant during P.P.A.
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
this was not one of the last two live births)

var379

For the 11th pregnancy:
99. N.A.
Number of months at loss (if 8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy or
not a live birth)
pregnancy ended in live birth)

var380

For the 11th pregnancy:

1. Too narrow
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Pregnancy interval too wide
or too narrow

2. Too wide
3. Neither
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such pregnancy)

var381

Total number of
0. Zero (woman never used contraception)
contraceptive methods. Count 8. Eight or more
methods used in combination 9. N.A.
as 1 method

var382

Number of pregnancy
intervals for which some
information appears in
Schedule 1 (i.e., the number
of pregnancy interval safter
and including the woman's
first use of contraception

8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.)

var383

Order of pregnancy after
which Schedule 2
information starts

0. Before first pregnancy
1. After first pregnancy
2. After second pregnancy
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.)

var384

Number of pregnancy
6. Six or more
intervals after and including 9. N.A.
the interval in which
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.)
Schedule 2 information starts

var385

For 1st interval: Number of 7. Seven or more
segments of contraceptive use 9. N.A.
in first interval
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.
or no such interval)

var386

For 1st interval: First method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
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9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. herb
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var387

For 1st interval: Last method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT. (foam tablets)
5. J Ci elly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
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15. Douches
16. OR+R
17. OR+CI
18. OR+CI
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used)

var388

For 1st interval: Additional
method used in the first
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
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15. Douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
26. CD+R
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var389

For 1st interval: The second 1. OR (pill)
additional method used in the 2. CD (condom)
first interval
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
26. CD+R
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)

var390

For 1st interval: Whether
using when got pregnant

var391

For 1st interval: Why stopped 10. Medical reason

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no contraceptive use in
interval or open interval)
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using or why didn't use in the
first interval. If no
contraceptive used in interval
(and if woman ever used
contraception)

11. Personal reason
12. To get pregnant
19. N.A. why stopped
20. Stopped because got pregnant while
using
99. N.A. whether woman used cp. in
interval
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.,
no such pregnancy interval, or interval
being coded is open interval)

var392

For 2nd interval: Number of 0. Zero (not a legal code for the first
segments of contraceptive use interval coded)
in first interval
6. 6 or more
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.
or no such interval)

var393

For 2nd interval: First
method used in the first
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
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44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. herb
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var394

For 2nd interval: Last method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT. (foam tablets)
5. J Ci elly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
17. OR+CI
18. OR+CI
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
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48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var395

For 2nd interval: Additional
method used in the first
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
26. CD+R
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
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77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var396

For 2nd interval: The second 1. OR (pill)
additional method used in the 2. CD (condom)
first interval
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
26. CD+R
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)

var397

For 2nd interval: Whether
using when got pregnant

1. Yes
2. No
4. Not sure if pregnant at interview, but if
pregnant, was using when got pregnant
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no cp. use in interval
or open interval)

var398

For 2nd interval: Why
stopped using or why didn't
use in the first interval. If no
contraceptive used in interval
(and if woman ever used
contraception)

1. Got pregnant before I had a chance to
use
2. Wanted to get pregnant as soon as
possible
3. Thought I was subfecund
4. Medical reason
5. Other personal reason
6. Still breastfeeding
7. Menstruation not yet resumed; can't get
pregnant
8. Too soon after birth of last child
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9. N.A. why didn't use in interval
10. Medical reason
11. Personal reason
12. To get pregnant
19. N.A. why stopped
20. Stopped because got pregnant while
using
99. N.A. whether woman used
contraception in interval
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.,
no such pregnancy internal, or interval
being coded is open interval)
var399

For 3rd interval: Number of 0. Zero (not a legal code for the first
segments of contraceptive use interval coded)
in first interval
6. 6 or more
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.
or no such interval)

var400

For 3rd interval: First method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT. (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
17. OR+CI
18. OR+CI
21. 01+02
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22. 01+10
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var401

For 3rd interval: Last method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
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26. CD+R
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var402

For 3td interval: Additional
method used in the first
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
26. CD+R
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)

var403

For 3rd interval: The second 1. OR (pill)
additional method used in the 2. CD (condom)
first interval
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
26. CD+R
77. Other used method
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99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var404

For 3rd interval: Whether
using when got pregnant

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no contraceptive use in
interval or open interval)

var405

For 3rd interval: Why
stopped using or why didn't
use in the first interval. If no
contraceptive used in interval
(and if woman ever used
contraception)

1. Got pregnant before I had a chance to
use
2. Wanted to get pregnant as soon as
possible
3. Thought I was subfecund
4. Medical reason
5. Other personal reason
6. Still breastfeeding
7. Menstruation not yet resumed; can't get
pregnant
8. Too soon after birth of last child
9. N.A. why didn't use in interval
10. Medical reason
11. Personal reason
12. To get pregnant
19. N.A. why stopped
20. Stopped because got pregnant while
using
99. N.A. whether woman used
contraception in interval
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.,
no such pregnancy internal, or interval
being coded is open interval)

var406

For 4th interval: Number of 0. Zero (not a legal code for the first
segments of contraceptive use interval coded)
in first interval
5. Five or more
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.
or no such interval)
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var407

For 4th interval: First method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
26. CD+R
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)

var408

For 4th interval: Last method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
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6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
26. CD+R
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var409

For 4th interval: Additional
method used in the first
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
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13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
26. CD+R
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var410

For 4th interval: The second 1. OR (pill)
additional method used in the 2. CD (condom)
first interval
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
26. CD+R
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)

var411

For 4th interval: Whether
using when got pregnant

1. Yes
2. No
4. Not sure if pregnant at interview, but if
pregnant, was using when got pregnant
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9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no cp. use in interval
or open interval)
var412

For 4th interval: Why
stopped using or why didn't
use in the first interval. If no
contraceptive used in interval
(and if woman ever used
contraception)

1. Got pregnant before I had a chance to
use
2. Wanted to get pregnant as soon as
possible
3. Thought I was subfecund
4. Medical reason
5. Other personal reason
6. Still breastfeeding
7. Menstruation not yet resumed; can't get
pregnant
8. Too soon after birth of last child
9. N.A. why didn't use in interval
10. Medical reason
11. Personal reason
12. To get pregnant
19. N.A. why stopped
20. Stopped because got pregnant while
using
99. N.A. whether woman used
contraception in interval
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.,
no such pregnancy internal, or interval
being coded is open interval)

var413

For 5th interval: Number of 0. Zero (not a legal code for the first
segments of contraceptive use interval coded)
in first interval
4. Four or more
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.
or no such interval)

var414

For 5th interval: First method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
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6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
26. CD+R
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var415

For 5th interval: Last method 1. OR (pill)
used in the first interval
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
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13. V (vasectomy)
14. Injection
15. Douches
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
26. CD+R
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var416

For 5th interval: Additional
method used in the first
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
26. CD+R
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)

var417

For 5th interval: The second 1. OR (pill)
additional method used in the 2. CD (condom)
first interval
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
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5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence or sleeping separately
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
26. CD+R
77. Other used method
99. N.A.
888. Inapplicable (woman never used)
var418

For 5th interval: Whether
using when got pregnant

1. Yes
2. No
4. Not sure if pregnant at interview, but if
pregnant, was using when got pregnant
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no cp. use in interval
or open interval)

var419

For 5th interval: Why
stopped using or why didn't
use in the first interval. If no
contraceptive used in interval
(and if woman ever used
contraception)

1. Got pregnant before I had a chance to
use
2. Wanted to get pregnant as soon as
possible
3. Thought I was subfecund
4. Medical reason
5. Other personal reason
6. Still breastfeeding
7. Menstruation not yet resumed; can't get
pregnant
8. Too soon after birth of last child
9. N.A. why didn't use in interval
10. Medical reason
11. Personal reason
12. To get pregnant
19. N.A. why stopped
20. Stopped because got pregnant while
using
99. N.A. whether woman used
contraception in interval
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8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.,
no such pregnancy internal, or interval
being coded is open interval)
var420

Length of most recent use (or 0. Less than l/10 month
nonuse) of contraception
1. 1/10 month
2. 2/10 month
10. One month
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used
contraception or currently pregnant or did
not use contraception after last pregnancy)
9999. N.A.

var421

Reason for stopping last
method (if not currently
using)

var422

For 1st interval: Number of 0. Zero (not a legal code for the first
segments of contraceptive use interval coded)
in 1st interval
7. Seven or more
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.
or Schedule 2 questions not asked for this
interval)

var423

For 1st interval: Tenths of
months until started use (after
end of pregnancy or after
marriage)

0. Started right after end of pregnancy
(within 2 days)
1. Started 1/l0 month after end of
pregnancy (3-5 days)
10. Started 1 month after end of pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (never used
contraception, used contraception but not
in this interval, or no such interval)
9999. N.A.

var424

For 1st interval: Whether
number of months until

1. Not probed
2. Probed

1. Medical reason
2. Personal reason
3. To get pregnant
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used cp.,
or woman is still using last method or
currently pregnant)
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started used probed

7. N.A. because v.423 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var425

For 1st interval: Tenths of
0. Started use 2 days or less
months of use of first method 1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
in 1st interval
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var426

For 1st interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.425 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var427

For 1st interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after
stopping first method

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var428

For 1st interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.427 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var429

For 1st interval: Method used 1. OR (pill)
in second segment of use in 2. CD (condom)
1st interval
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
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5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. Douches or Copper T
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)
var430

For 1st interval: Tenths of
months of use of second
method

0. Started use 2 days or less
1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
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interval)
9999. N.A.

var431

For 1st interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.430 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var432

For 1st interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after
second segment of use

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var433

For 1st interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.432 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var434

For 1st interval: Method used
in third segment of
contraceptive use in 1st
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
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15. Douches or Copper T
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)
var435

For 1st interval: Tenths of
months of use of third
method

0. Started use 2 days or less
1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var436

For 1st interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var437

For 1st interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after third

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
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segment of use

10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var438

For 1st interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var439

For 1st interval: Method used
in fourth segment of
contraceptive use in 1st
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. Douches or Copper T
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
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56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)
var440

For 1st interval: Tenths of
months of use of fourth
method

0. Started use 2 days or less
1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var441

For 1st interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var442

For 1st interval: Tenths of
0. Stopping use 2 days or less
months of nonuse after fourth 1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
segment of use
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var443

For 1st interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

var444

For 2nd interval: Number of 9. N.A.
segments of contraceptive use 8888. Inapplicable (never used cp. or
in 2nd interval
Schedule 2 questions not asked for this
interval)

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
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var445

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
months until started use (after
end of pregnancy or after
marriage)

0. Started right after end of pregnancy
(within 2 days)
1. Started 1/10 month after end of
pregnancy (3-5 days)1
10. Started 1 month after end of pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (never used
contraception, used contracep but not in
this interval, or no such interval)
9999. N.A.

var446

For 2nd interval: Whether
number of months until
started used probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.445 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var447

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
0. Started use 2 days or less
months of use of first method 1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
in 2nd interval
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var448

For 2nd interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.447 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var449

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after
stopping first method

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.
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var450

For 2nd interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.449 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var451

For 2nd interval: Method
used in second segment of
use in 2nd interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. Douches or Copper T
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
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69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)
var452

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
months of use of second
method

0. Started use 2 days or less
1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var453

For 2nd interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.452 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var454

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after
second segment of use

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var455

For 2nd interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var456

For 2nd interval: Method
used in third segment of
contraceptive use in 2nd
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
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6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. Douches or Copper T
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)
var457

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
months of use of third
method

0. Started use 2 days or less
1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
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9999. N.A.
var458

For 2nd interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var459

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after third
segment of use

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var460

For 2nd interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var461

For 2nd interval: Method
used in fourth segment of
contraceptive use in 2nd
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. Douches or Copper T
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
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25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)
var462

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
months of use of fourth
method

0. Started use 2 days or less
1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var463

For 2nd interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var464

For 2nd interval: Tenths of
0. Stopping use 2 days or less
months of nonuse after fourth 1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
segment of use
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var465

For 2nd interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
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9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
var466

For 3rd interval: Number of 9. N.A.
segments of contraceptive use 8888. Inapplicable (never used cp. or
in 3rd interval
Schedule 2 questions not asked for this
interval)

var467

For 3rd interval: Tenths of
months until started use (after
end of pregnancy or after
marriage)

0. Started right after end of pregnancy
(within 2 days)
1. Started 1/10 month after end of
pregnancy (3-5 days)1
10. Started 1 month after end of pregnancy
8888. Inapplicable (never used
contraception, used contracep but not in
this interval, or no such interval)
9999. N.A.

var468

For 3rd interval: Whether
number of months until
started used probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.467 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var469

For 3rd interval: Tenths of
0. Started use 2 days or less
months of use of first method 1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
in 3rd interval
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var470

For 3rd interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
7. N.A. because v.469 changed from 8888
to 0
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
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question inapplicable)
var471

For 3rd interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after
stopping first nethod

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var472

For 3rd interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var473

For 3rd interval: Method used 1. OR (pill)
in second segment of use in 2. CD (condom)
3rd interval
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. Douches or Copper T
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
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46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)
var474

For 3rd interval: Tenths of
months of use of second
method

0. Started use 2 days or less
1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var475

For 3rd interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var476

For 3rd interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after
second segment of use

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var477

For 3rd interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
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var478

For 3rd interval: Method used
in third segment of
contraceptive use in 3rd
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. Douches or Copper T
16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)

var479

For 3rd interval: Tenths of

0. Started use 2 days or less
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months of use of third
method

1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var480

For 3rd interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var481

For 3rd interval: Tenths of
months of nonuse after third
segment of use

0. Stopping use 2 days or less
1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Stopping use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.

var482

For 3rd interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var483

For 3rd interval: Method used
in fourth segment of
contraceptive use in 3rd
interval

1. OR (pill)
2. CD (condom)
3. DP (diaphragm)
4. FT (foam tablets)
5. J (jelly)
6. R (rhythm)
7. BT (basal temp.)
8. CI (coitus int.)
9. Abstinence
10. UL (loop)
11. UR (ring)
12. L (ligation)
13. V (vasectomy)
14. injection
15. Douches or Copper T
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16. OR+R
21. 01+02
22. 01+10
23. 02+03
24. CD+FT
25. CD+J
26. CD+R
28. CD+CI
33. 01+11
44. 08+14
46. FT+R
48. FT+CI
55. UR+R
56. J+R
66. UL+R
68. R+CI
69. R+abstinence or sleeping separately
70. Herb
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (woman never used or
no such interval)
var484

For 3rd interval: Tenths of
months of use of fourth
method

0. Started use 2 days or less
1. Started use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
10. Started use 1 month
8888. Inapplicable (never used cp., used
cp. but not in the interval or no such
interval)
9999. N.A.

var485

For 3rd interval: Whether
months of use probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var486

For 3rd interval: Tenths of
0. Stopping use 2 days or less
months of nonuse after fourth 1. Stopping use 1/l0 of month (3-5 days)
segment of use
10. Stopping use 1 month
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8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)
9999. N.A.
var487

For 3rd interval: Whether
months of nonuse probed

1. Not probed
2. Probed
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable ('number of months'
question inapplicable)

var488

Ever used the loop

1. No (didn't have loop inserted)
2. Not sure if loop or Ota ring
8888. Inapplicable (loop mentioned in
Schedule 1)

var489

Number of loop inserted

7. Seven or more
8888. Inapplicable (never had a loop)

var490

Source of knowledge of loop 1. Radio
Who or what influenced you 2. Movie Ads
most to have the loop inserted 3. T.V. ads
4. Newspaper or magazine
5. Doctor
6. Midwife
7. Relatives or firends
8. Mail
9. Health worker
10. Health station
11. Husband
12. Myself
13. Other organization and association
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used loop)

var491

var492

var493

For how long do you think
awoman can keep the loop?

1. Less than a year
2. 1-2.9 years
Assuming she is comfortable 3. 3-4.9 years
4. 5-9.9 years
with it, how long can ske
5. 10 or more years
keep it?
6. For as long as she wants
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7. Depends or don't know
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used loop)
var494

While you were using the
loop did you experience any
discomfort?

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used loop)

var495

Did you go to a doctor or
someone else to help?

1. Yes, doctor
2. Yes, health worker
3. Yes, others
4. No
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used loop or
never Experienced any discomfort)

var496

What did he (she) do?

1. Take medicine or injection
2. Removed
3. 1+3
4. No treatment
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used loop or
never experienced any discomfort or didn't
go to doctor or health worker)

var497

Whom did you go to?

1. Accoucheur
2. Pharmacy
3. Neighbor
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used loop or
never experienced any discomfort or didn't
go to others)

var498

What did they do?

1. Take medicine or injection
2. Removed
3. 1+2
4. No treatment
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used loop or
never experienced any discomfort or didn't
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go to anyone)
var499

What is the opinion of your
friends and relatives about
the loop?

1. It's a very good method
2. A fairly good method
3. Not too good a method
4. Not good at all
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used loop)

var500

Number of loops inserted

0. No loops ('no' to D1.--never had loop
inserted; Schedule 3 blank)
7. seven or more

var501

For 1st loop insertion: Year
of 1st insertion (Chinese
year)

51. 1962
52. 1963
62. 1973
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var502

For 1st loop insertion: Month 99. N.A.
of 1st insertion
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var503

For 1st loop insertion:
Reason for insertion

1. Spacing
2. Limiting
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var504

For 1st loop insertion:
Whether received a coupon;
source of coupon

1. No coupon
2. Coupon from health worker
3. Coupon from health station
4. Coupon from doctor
5. Coupon through mail
6. Coupon from someone else
7. Received coupon, but source N.A.
9. N.A. whether or not woman had coupon
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)

var505

For 1st loop insertion: Cost of 1. Free
loop
2. NT$ 1-29
3. NTS 30
4. NT$ 31-60
5. NT$ 61-80
6. NT$ 81-100
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7. Over NT$ 100
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)
var506

For 1st loop insertion: Place
of residence at time of
insertion

var507

For 1st loop insertion: Type
of loop termination

var508

For 1st loop insertion: Year 51. 1962
of termination (Chinese year) 52. 1963
62. 1973
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

1. Bleeding or pain
2. Other medical (infection, menstrual
irregularity, etc.)
3. Wants more children
5. Other personal reasons--fears, husband
objects, wants other contraceptive
6. Removed and reinserted at same time,
told to change after 1 or 2 years by doctor
or others
7. Other reasons
11. Noticed expulsion
12. Unnoticed expulsion
21. Certain loop in place at pregnancy
22. Uncertain loop in place at pregnancy
29. N.A. whether certain or uncertain, but
loop possible in situ at pregnancy
31. Certain IUD still in place
32. Uncertain IUD still in place
39. N.A. whether certain or uncertain, but
woman gives IUD as method currently
using
99. N.A. of type of termination
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)
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var509

For 1st loop insertion: Month 99. N.A.
of termination
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var510

For 2nd loop insertion: Year
of 2nd insertion (Chinese
year)

52. 1963
53. 1964
62. 1973
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var511

For 2nd loop insertion:
Month of 2nd insertion

99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var512

For 2nd loop insertion:
Reason for insertion

1. Spacing
2. Limiting
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var513

For 2nd loop insertion:
Whether received a coupon;
source of coupon

1. No coupon
2. Coupon from health worker
3. Coupon from health station
4. Coupon from doctor
5. Coupon through mail
6. Coupon from someone else
7. Received coupon, but source N.A.
9. N.A. whether or not woman had coupon
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)

var514

For 2nd loop insertion: Cost
of loop

1. Free
2. NT$ 1-29
3. NTS 30
4. NT$ 31-60
5. NT$ 61-80
6. NT$ 81-100
7. Over NT$ 100
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)

var515

For 2nd loop insertion: Place
of residence at time of
insertion
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var516

For 2nd loop insertion: Type 1. Bleeding or pain
of loop termination
2. Other medical (infection, menstrual
irregularity, etc.)
3. Wants more children
5. Other personal reasons--fears, husband
objects, wants other contraceptive
6. Removed and reinserted at same time,
told to change after 1 or 2 years by doctor
or others
7. Other reasons
11. Noticed expulsion
12. Unnoticed expulsion
21. Certain loop in place at pregnancy
22. Uncertain loop in place at pregnancy
29. N.A. whether certain or uncertain, but
loop possible in situ at pregnancy
31. Certain IUD still in place
32. Uncertain IUD still in place
39. N.A. whether certain or uncertain, but
woman gives IUD as method currently
using
99. N.A. of type of termination
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)

var517

For 2nd loop insertion: Year 53. 1964
of termination (Chinese year) 54. 1965
62. 1973
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var518

For 2nd loop insertion:
Month of termination

99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var519

For 3rd loop insertion: Year
of 3rd insertion (Chinese
year)

54. 1965
55. 1966
62. 1973
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)
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var520

For 3rd loop insertion: Month 99. N.A.
of 3rd insertion
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var521

For 3rd loop insertion:
Reason for insertion

1. Spacing
2. Limiting
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var522

For 3rd loop insertion:
Whether received a coupon;
source of coupon

1. No coupon
2. Coupon from health worker
3. Coupon from health station
4. Coupon from doctor
5. Coupon through mail
6. Coupon from someone else
7. Received coupon, but source N.A.
9. N.A. whether or not woman had coupon
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)

var523

For 3rd loop insertion: Cost
of loop

1. Free
2. NT$ 1-29
3. NTS 30
4. NT$ 31-60
5. NT$ 61-80
6. NT$ 81-100
7. Over NT$ 100
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)

var524

For 3rd loop insertion: Place
of residence at time of
insertion

var525

For 3rd loop insertion: Type
of loop termination

1. Bleeding or pain
2. Other medical (infection, menstrual
irregularity, etc.)
3. Wants more children
5. Other personal reasons--fears, husband
objects, wants other contraceptive
6. Removed and reinserted at same time,
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told to change after 1 or 2 years by doctor
or others
7. Other reasons
11. Noticed expulsion
12. Unnoticed expulsion
21. Certain loop in place at pregnancy
22. Uncertain loop in place at pregnancy
29. N.A. whether certain or uncertain, but
loop possible in situ at pregnancy
31. Certain IUD still in place
32. Uncertain IUD still in place
39. N.A. whether certain or uncertain, but
woman gives IUD as method currently
using
99. N.A. of type of termination
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)
var526

For 3rd loop insertion: Year 55. 1966
of termination (Chinese year) 56. 1967
62. 1973
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var527

For 3rd loop insertion: Month 99. N.A.
of termination
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var528

For 4th loop insertion: Year
of 4th insertion (Chinese
year)

var529

For 4th loop insertion: Month 99. N.A.
of 4th insertion
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var530

For 4th loop insertion:
Reason for insertion

58. 1969
59. 1970
62. 1973
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

1. Spacing
2. Limiting
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)
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var531

For 4th loop insertion:
Whether received a coupon;
source of coupon

1. No coupon
2. Coupon from health worker
3. Coupon from health station
4. Coupon from doctor
5. Coupon through mail
6. Coupon from someone else
7. Received coupon, but source N.A.
9. N.A. whether or not woman had coupon
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)

var532

For 4th loop insertion: Cost
of loop

1. Free
2. NT$ 1-29
3. NTS 30
4. NT$ 31-60
5. NT$ 61-80
6. NT$ 81-100
7. Over NT$ 100
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)

var533

For 4th loop insertion: Place
of residence at time of
insertion

var534

For 4th loop insertion: Type
of loop termination

1. Bleeding or pain
2. Other medical (infection, menstrual
irregularity, etc.)
3. Wants more children
5. Other personal reasons--fears, husband
objects, wants other contraceptive
6. Removed and reinserted at same time,
told to change after 1 or 2 years by doctor
or others
7. Other reasons
11. Noticed expulsion
12. Unnoticed expulsion
21. Certain loop in place at pregnancy
22. Uncertain loop in place at pregnancy
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29. N.A. whether certain or uncertain, but
loop possible in situ at pregnancy
31. Certain IUD still in place
32. Uncertain IUD still in place
39. N.A. whether certain or uncertain, but
woman gives IUD as method currently
using
99. N.A. of type of termination
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion or
question not to be asked for this loop)
var535

For 4th loop insertion: Year 58. 1969
of termination (Chinese year) 59. 1970
62. 1973
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var536

For 4th loop insertion: Month 99. N.A.
of termination
8888. Inapplicable (no such insertion)

var537

Ever used the Ota ring

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var538

Number of Ota rings

8888. Inapplicable (never used Ota ring)

var539

Cost of 1st insertion

1. Free
2. NT$ 1-29
3. NTS 30
4. NT$ 31-60
5. NT$ 61-80
6. NT$ 81-100
7. Over NT$ 100
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such ota ring)

var540

For 1st insertion: Whether
1. No coupon
received a coupon; source of 2. Coupon from health worker
coupon
3. Coupon from health station
4. Coupon from doctor
5. Coupon through mail
6. Coupon from someone else
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7. Received coupon, but source N.A.
9. N.A. whether or not woman had coupon
8888. Inapplicable (no such ota ring)
var541

Cost of 2nd insertion

1. Free
2. NT$ 1-29
3. NTS 30
4. NT$ 31-60
5. NT$ 61-80
6. NT$ 81-100
7. Over NT$ 100
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such ota ring)

var542

For 2nd insertion: Whether
1. No coupon
received a coupon; source of 2. Coupon from health worker
coupon
3. Coupon from health station
4. Coupon from doctor
5. Coupon through mail
6. Coupon from someone else
7. Received coupon, but source N.A.
9. N.A. whether or not woman had coupon
8888. Inapplicable (no such ota ring)

var543

Cost of 3rd insertion

var544

For 3rd insertion: Whether
1. No coupon
received a coupon; source of 2. Coupon from health worker
coupon
3. Coupon from health station
4. Coupon from doctor
5. Coupon through mail
6. Coupon from someone else
7. Received coupon, but source N.A.

1. Free
2. NT$ 1-29
3. NTS 30
4. NT$ 31-60
5. NT$ 61-80
6. NT$ 81-100
7. Over NT$ 100
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (no such ota ring)
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9. N.A. whether or not woman had coupon
8888. Inapplicable (no such ota ring)
var545

Number of times pill used,
including current use

0. Zero--woman never used pill
8. Eight or more
9. N.A.

var546

During your first use of the
pill did you take the pill
regularly according to the
instructions?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using)

var547

Why did you stop taking the
pill?

1. Nausea, vomiting
2. Abdominal pain
3. Breakthrough bleeding
4. Headache, dizziness
5. Tiredness
6. Weakness
7. Blood clots
8. Decrease of menstrual flow, amenorrhea
or irregular cucle
9. Weight gain
10. Weight loss
11. Chloasma - freckles or pigmentation of
skin
12. Heart disease, palpitation, shortness of
breath
13. Leucorrhea - whitish, watery stools
14. Other medical reasons woman
attributes to pill, or medical reason
(attributed to pill)
15. Other medical reasons woman does not
attribute to pill (e.g. woman in hospital--no
need to continue pill)
16. Blacken lips
32. Other fears, feeling that pill would
harm woman or unborn child, cause
cancer, etc.
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33. Too expensive
34. Too much trouble to take
35. Forgot to buy pills, didn't have time to
buy pills
36. Difficulty in getting supply of pills
(source of supply too far away, source ran
out of pills)
37. Doctor or other health personnel said
another method was better (even though
woman had no medical symptoms)
38. Didn't think pill was effective in
preventing pregnancy
40. Husband died or went away
41. Woman wanted to get pregnant
42. Got pregnant while using
43. Personal reason not elsewhere
classified
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using)
var548

Why did you go back to
taking the pill later?

1. Dissatisfaction with other cp.
2. Decided to try again after previous
medical problems went away
3. Was not dissatisfied with pill
before--had stopped to get pregnant or
because husband was away
4. Didn't know any other means of cp.
5. Doctor recommended
6. Other recommended
7. Returned to pill for noncontraceptive
reasons--to make period more regular, for
endometriosis
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or used
only once in past)
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var549

Why did you stop this time?

1. Nausea, vomiting
2. Abdominal pain
3. Breakthrough bleeding
4. Headache, dizziness
5. Tiredness
6. Weakness
7. Blood clots
8. Decrease of menstrual flow, amenorrhea
or irregular cucle
9. Weight gain
10. Weight loss
11. Chloasma - freckles or pigmentation of
skin
12. Heart disease, palpitation, shortness of
breath
13. Leucorrhea - whitish, watery stools
14. Other medical reasons woman
attributes to pill, or medical reason
(attributed to pill) not specific enough to
classify a
15. Other medical reasons woman does not
attribute to pill (e.g. woman in hospital--no
need to continue pill)
16. Blacken lips
32. Other fears, feeling that pill would
harm woman or unborn child, cause
cancer, etc.
33. Too expensive
34. Too much trouble to take
35. Forgot to buy pills, didn't have time to
buy pills
36. Difficulty in getting supply of pills
(source of supply too far away, source ran
out of pills)
37. Doctor or other health personnel said
another method was better (even though
woman had no medical symptoms)
38. Didn't think pill was effective in
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preventing pregnancy
40. Husband died or went away
41. Woman wanted to get pregnant
42. Got pregnant while using
43. Personal reason not elsewhere
classified
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using)
var550

In your total experience with
the pill are there other
reasons you had for stopping
use?

1. Nausea, vomiting
2. Abdominal pain
3. Breakthrough bleeding
4. Headache, dizziness
5. Tiredness
6. Weakness
7. Blood clots
8. Decrease of menstrual flow, amenorrhea
or irregular cucle
9. Weight gain
10. Weight loss
11. Chloasma - freckles or pigmentation of
skin
12. Heart disease, palpitation, shortness of
breath
13. Leucorrhea - whitish, watery stools
14. Other medical reasons woman
attributes to pill, or medical reason
(attributed to pill) not specific enough to
classify a
15. Other medical reasons woman does not
attribute to pill (e.g. woman in hospital--no
need to continue pill)
16. Blacken lips
32. Other fears, feeling that pill would
harm woman or unborn child, cause
cancer, etc.
33. Too expensive
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34. Too much trouble to take
35. Forgot to buy pills, didn't have time to
buy pills
36. Difficulty in getting supply of pills
(source of supply too far away, source ran
out of pills)
37. Doctor or other health personnel said
another method was better (even though
woman had no medical symptoms)
38. Didn't think pill was effective in
preventing pregnancy
40. Husband died or went away
41. Woman wanted to get pregnant
42. Got pregnant while using
43. Personal reason not elsewhere
classified
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using)
var551

Did you have any discomfort 1. No
while using the pill?
2. 1st time only
3. 2nd time only
4. 3rd time only
5. 1st and other time(s)
6. Not lst, but more than 1 other time
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using or used only once)

var552

What kind of discomfort did
you have?

1. Nausea, vomiting
2. Abdominal pain
3. Breakthrough bleeding
4. Headache, dizziness
5. Tiredness
6. Weakness
7. Blood clots
8. Decrease of menstrual flow, amenorrhea
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or irregular cucle
9. Weight gain
10. Weight loss
11. Chloasma - freckles or pigmentation of
skin
12. Heart disease, palpitation, shortness of
breath
13. Leucorrhea - whitish, watery stools
14. Other medical reasons woman
attributes to pill, or medical reason
(attributed to pill) not specific enough to
classify a
15. Other medical reasons woman does not
attribute to pill (e.g. woman in hospital--no
need to continue pill)
16. Blacken lips
32. Other fears, feeling that pill would
harm woman or unborn child, cause
cancer, etc.
33. Too expensive
34. Too much trouble to take
35. Forgot to buy pills, didn't have time to
buy pills
36. Difficulty in getting supply of pills
(source of supply too far away, source ran
out of pills)
37. Doctor or other health personnel said
another method was better (even though
woman had no medical symptoms)
38. Didn't think pill was effective in
preventing pregnancy
40. Husband died or went away
41. Woman wanted to get pregnant
42. Got pregnant while using
43. Personal reason not elsewhere
classified
77. Others
99. N.A.
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8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using)
var553

What did you do about it?

1. Did nothing (kept taking pill)
2. Stopped using for a while without
consulting a doctor or other medical person
and then started taking again
3. Stopped using (without consulting
anyone)
4. Went to doctor
5. Went to health worker
6. Went to health station
7. Changed doses of pills (without
consulting a medical person, e.g. took a
pill every other day)
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using)

var554

Are you taking the pill
regularly according to
instructions?

var555

Adding up all the times you
forgot to take the pill, is this
as much as a month?

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pilL or
used at least once in the past)

var556

Why?

var557

Have you had any discomfort 1. Yes
since starting use?
2. No
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or used
at least once in the past or discomfort
mentioned in v.556)

1. Difficulty in getting supply of pills
2. Medical reasons woman attributes to pill
3. Personal reasons not elsewhere
classified
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or used
at least once in the past)
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var558

What kind of discomfort did
you have?

1. Nausea, vomiting
2. Abdominal pain
3. Breakthrough bleeding
4. Headache, dizziness
5. Tiredness
6. Weakness
7. Blood clots
8. Decrease of menstrual flow, amenorrhea
or irregular cucle
9. Weight gain
10. Weight loss
11. Chloasma - freckles or pigmentation of
skin
12. Heart disease, palpitation, shortness of
breath
13. Leucorrhea - whitish, watery stools
14. Other medical reasons woman
attributes to pill, or medical reason
(attributed to pill) not specific enough to
classify a
15. Other medical reasons woman does not
attribute to pill (e.g. woman in hospital--no
need to continue pill)
16. Blacken lips
32. Other fears, feeling that pill would
harm woman or unborn child, cause
cancer, etc.
33. Too expensive
34. Too much trouble to take
35. Forgot to buy pills, didn't have time to
buy pills
36. Difficulty in getting supply of pills
(source of supply too far away, source ran
out of pills)
37. Doctor or other health personnel said
another method was better (even though
woman had no medical symptoms)
38. Didn't think pill was effective in
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preventing pregnancy
40. Husband died or went away
41. Woman wanted to get pregnant
42. Got pregnant while using
43. Personal reason not elsewhere
classified
77. Others
99. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using)
var559

What did you do about it?

1. Did nothing
2. Stopped using for a while without
consulting a doctor or other medical person
and then started taking again
3. Stopped using (without consulting
anyone)
4. Went to doctor
5. Went to health worker
6. Went to health station
7. Changed doses of pills (without
consulting a medical person, e.g. took a
pill every other day)
9. N.A.
8888. Inapplicable (never used pill or only
currently using)

var560

Residence at interview

1. Large city
2. Small city
3. Urban township
4. Rural township

var561

Who is head of household?

1. Husband of respondent
2. Father of respondent's husband
3. Mother of respondent's husband
4. Respondent
5. Respondent's father
6. Brother of respondent's husband
7. Respondent's mother
8. Others
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9. N.A.
var562

People who live and eat in
household:Husband of R

var563

People who live and eat in
household:Husband's father

var564

People who live and eat in
household:Husband's mother

var565

People who live and eat in
household:Wife's father

var566

People who live and eat in
household:Wife's mother

var567

Number of people who live
and eat in household and are
present now or temporarily
absent:Husband and wife's
grandparents

var568

Number of people who live
and eat in household and are
present now or temporarily
absent:Husband's sisters

var569

Number of people who live
and eat in household and are
present now or temporarily
absent:Husband's sons' wives

var570

Number of people who live
and eat in household and are
present now or temporarily
absent:Husband's daughters'
husbands

var571

Number of people who live
and eat in household and are
present now or temporarily
absent:Husband's
grandchildren

0. Does not live and eat here
1. Lives and eats here and is present now
2. Temporarily resident
3. Temporarily absent
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var572

Husbandfs brothers:Number
who live and eat here and are
present now

var573

Husbandfs brothers:Number
who are temporarily resident

var574

Husbandfs brothers:Number
who are temporarily absent

var575

Husband's brothers'
wives:Number who live and
eat here and are present now

var576

Husband's brothers'
wives:Number who are
temporarily resident

var577

Husband's brothers'
wives:Number who are
temporarily absent

var578

Husband's nieces and
nephews:Number who live
and eat here and are present
now

var579

Husband's nieces and
nephews:Number who are
temporarily resident

var580

Husband's nieces and
nephews:Number who are
temporarily absent

var581

Wifer's siblings:Number who
live and eat here are are
present now

var582

Wifer's siblings:Number who
are temporarily resident

var583

Wifer's siblings:Nunber who
are temporarily absent

8. Eight or more
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var584

Other relatives of husband (or 8. Eight or more
wife):Number who live and
eat here and are present now

var585

Other relatives of husband (or
wife):Number who are
temporarily resident

var586

Other relatives of husband (or
wife):Number who are
temporarily absent

var587

Non-relatives:Number who
live and eat here and are
present now

8. Eight or more

var588

Non-relatives:Number who
are temporarily resident

8. Eight or more

var589

Non-relatives:Number who
are temporarily absent

var590

Total number of people who
live and eat here and are
present now (including R)

var591

Total number of people who 8. Eight or more
live and eat here, but are only
temporarily resident

var592

Total number of people who
live and eat here, but are
temporarily absent

var593

People who live here without
eating with R or eat here
regularly without living with
R:Husband's father

var594

var595

8. Eight or more

0. Neither lives nor eats here (including not
alive)
1. Only lives here
2. Only eats here
People who live here without 8. Inappl. (already listed in household)
9. N.A.
eating with R or eat here
regularly without living with
R:Husband's mother
People who live here without
eating with R or eat here
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regularly without living with
R:Wife's father
var596

People who live here without
eating with R or eat here
regularly without living with
R:Wife's mother

0. Neither lives nor eats here (including not
alive)
1. Only lives here
2. Only eats here
8. Inappl. (already listed in household)
9. N.A.

var597

People who live here without
eating with R or eat here
regularly without living with
R:Any of husband's married
brothers

0. None live or eats here (including
husband has none)
1. One or more only lives here
2. One or more only eats here
3. One or more only lives here h one or
more only eats here
8. Inappl. (already listed in household)
9. N.A.

var598

Are your husband’s parents
alive and in Taiwan?

1. Yes, both alive
2. Yes, father only alive
3. Yes, mother only alive
4. No, neither alive
5. On mainland
6. Elsewhere outside Taiwan
8. lnap.(know either h's parents live &/or
eat here reg.)
9. N.A.

var599

Where do they (he/she) live? 1. In this city or village
8888. Inap.(know h's parents live i/or eat
here rea: or neither alive or not in Taiwan
9999. N.A.

var600

Do your husband's parents
1. Yes
live together with any of your 2. No
husband's married brothers? 3. Husband has no married brothers
8. Inap.(coded 4,5,6,or 8 on
V.598--husband's parents dead or outside
Taiwan or know they live and/or eat in
household)
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9. N.A.
var601

var602

How often do you and/or
your husband visit his
parents?

1. Everyday
2. Several time/week
3. Once a week
How often do his parents visit 4. Once a month
5. Less often
you?
6. Never
8. Inap.(coded 4,5,6.or 8 on
V.598--husband's parents dead or outside
Taiwan or know they live and/or eat in
household)
9. N.A.

var603

How long is the visit usually? 1. Day or less
2. Few days
3. Few weeks
4. Month or more
8. Inap.(coded 4,5,6.or 8 on V.598 or
coded 6 on V.602--husband's parents dead
or outside Taiwan or frequency of visit
spec
9. N.A.

var604

At the time of your marriage
were either or both of your
husband’s parents alive and
in Taiwan?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inappl.(coded 1,2,3,5, or 8 on V.
598--one or both alive and here or on
mainland)
9. N.A.

var605

Whether or not R and
husband lived or ate with
husband's parents for more
than the first month after
marriage and how long

0. Did not live or eat with husband's
parents
1. One month
2. Two months
777. From time of marriage to the.present
888. lnap.(h's parents on mnlnd. or not
alive & in Taiwan)
998. Months or more
999. N.A.
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var606

Has your husband had
married brothers living in
Taiwan either now or at any
time since you were married?

1. Yes
2. No
8. Inap.(know that husband has a married
brother)
9. N.A.

var607

Please tell me whether you
have lived or eaten regularly
with your husbandfs
brother(s) at the time of your
marriage or later

1. At time of marriage only
2. Now only
3. At time of marriage and now
4. Only after marriage, but not now
5. Never
8. Inappl. (has no married brothers living
in Taiwan)
9. N.A.

var608

How many different
townships have you lived in
since you were married?

7. Seven or more
9. N.A.

var609

How long have you lived in
this township? years

88. Inappl. (did not live in other
townships)
99. N.A.

var610

How long have you lived in
this township? months

88. Inappl. (did not live in other
townships)
99. N.A.

var611

Where did you live just
before you moved here?

8888. Inappl. (did not live in other
townships)
9999. N.A.

var612

Have you or your husband
ever lived on a farm?

var613

Have you or your husband
ever lived in a city?

1. Both
2. Husband
3. Wife
4. Neither
8. Inappl. (now living in a rural area)
9. N.A.

var614

Months worked for money
outside the home before
marriage

0. Never
98. Ninety-eight months or more
99. N.A.

var615

Months worked for money,
but at home before marriage
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var616

Months worked to help in a
family business,or farm,but
not for money before
marriage

0. Never
98. Ninety-eight months or more
99. N.A.

var617

While you were working did
you live at home, in a
dormitory, with a relative, or
what?

1. At home
2. Dormitory
3. Relative
4. Other
5. 01+02
6. 01+03
7. 01+04
88. Inap.(never worked before mar.; or
only worked to help in a family business or
farm but not for money)
99. N.A.

var618

Were you employed by your 1. Self-employed
family, relatives, others, or
2. Family
were you self-employed?
3. Relatives
4. Others
5. Self-employed; family
7. Self-employed; others
8. Family; others
10. Relatives; others
88. Inap.(never worked before marriage;
only worked to help in a family business,
or farm, but not for money)
99. N.A.

var619

Kind of job (if worked for
others)

88. Inappl. (never worked for others)
99. N.A.

var620

What did you mostly do with
the money you earned when
you were working before
marriage?

1. Spent it, or saved it, for education
2. Saved it, or bought things, for marriage
3. Contributed it to the family expenses
4. Spent it for other personal needs
5. 3+4
6. 1+2
7. 2+3+4
8. Inappl. (never worked before marriape:
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or never worked for money)
9. N.A.
var621

Since you were married, have 1. Outside your home only
you worked for pay outside 2. At home only
your home, at home or what? 3. 1+2
4. Neither

var622

Were you employed by
family, relatives, or others?

1. Self-employed
2. Family
3. Relatives
4. Others
6. 1+3
7. 1+4
10. 3+4
88. Inappl. (never worked since marriage)
99. N.A.

var623

Kind of job (if worked for
others)

88. Inappl. (never worked since marriage;
or never worked for others)
99. N.A.

var624

Was that before your first
child was born, between the
births of your first and last
child, or after your last child?

1. Before first child
2. Between first and last
3. After last child
4. 1+2
5. 1+3
6. 1+2+3
7. 2+3
8. Inap.(has no children or hasn't worked
since marriage)
9. N.A.

var625

Are you working for money
now?

1. Outside your home
2. At home
3. 1+2
4. Neither
8. Inappl. (hasn't worked since marriage)

var626

Are you employed by your
family, relatives, or others?

1. Self-employed
2. Family
3. Relatives
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4. Others
6. 1+3
7. 1+4
10. 3+4
88. Inappl. (never worked since marriage
or neither on col. 22)
99. N.A.
var627

Kind of job (if working for
money now)

88. Inappl. (not working now and never
worked since marriage or not working for
others)
99. N.A.

var628

Are you interested in working 1. Very interested
away from hotiewhen your
2. Somewhat interested
children are old enough?
3. Not interested
8. Inappl. (working now)
9. N.A.

var629

Do you have any children
1. Yes
who are in school or finished 2. No
school?
3. No child

var630

Whether first child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
3. Still in school
8. Inappl. (no 1st child or 1st child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.

var631

Whether second child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
3. Still in school
8. Inappl. (no 2nd child or 2nd child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.

var632

Whether third child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
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3. Still in school
8. Inappl. (no 3rd child or 3rd child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.
var633

Whether fourth child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
3. Still in school
8. Inappl. (no 4th child or 4th child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.

var634

Whether fifth child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
3. Still in school
8. Inappl. (no 5th child or 5th child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.

var635

Whether sixth child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
3. Still in school
8. Inappl. (no 6th child or 6th child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.

var636

Whether seventh child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
3. Still in school
8. Inappl. (no 7th child or 7th child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.

var637

Whether eighth child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
3. Still in school
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8. Inappl. (no 8th child or 8th child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.
var638

Whether ninth child has
finished school

0. No formal education
1. Graduated
2. Out of school, not graduated
3. Still in school
8. Inappl. (no 9th child or 9th child still
doesn't reach school age)
9. N.A.

var639

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? First child

var640

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Second child

var641

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Third child

0. None
1. Primary
2. Jr. High (including vocational)
3. Sr. high (including vocational)
4. College or university
5. Other kind of school
6. Depends on ability
7. Depends on finances
8. Inappl. (no such a child)
9. N.A.

var642

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Fourth child

var643

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Fifth child

var644

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Sixth child

var645

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Seventh child

var646

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Eighth child
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var647

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Ninth child

0. None
1. Primary
2. Jr. High (including vocational)
3. Sr. high (including vocational)
4. College or university
5. Other kind of school
6. Depends on ability
7. Depends on finances
8. Inappl. (no such a child)
9. N.A.

var648

Do you own any of the
following? Clock and/or
watch

0. Does not own
1. Owns
9. N.A.

var649

Do you own any of the
following? Electric fan

var650

Do you own any of the
following? Bicycle

var651

Do you own any of the
following? Radio (not
combination)

var652

Do you own any of the
following? Record player
(not combination)

var653

Do you own any of the
following? Combination
radio and record player

var654

Do you own any of the
following? Electric rice
cooker

var655

Do you own any of the
following? Sewing machine

var656

Do you own any of the
following? Camera

var657

Do you own any of the
following? Refrigerator
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var658

Do you own any of the
following? Motorcycle

0. Does not own
1. Owns
9. N.A.

var659

Do you own any of the
following? Air conditioner

var660

Do you own any of the
following? Television set

var661

Do you own any of the
following? Gas burner

var662

Do you own any of the
following? Washing machine

var663

Do you own any of the
following? First other

var664

Do you own any of the
following? Second other

var665

Number of clocks and/or
watches owned

var666

Number of electric fans
owned

var667

Number of bicycles owned

var668

Number of radios (not
combination) owned

var669

In the last couple of years,
1. Yes - more than 4 times a month
have you gone to the movies? 2. Yes - two or three times a month
How many times a month?
3. Yes - about once a month
4. Yes - less than once a month
5. Yes - N.A. how often; very, irregular
6. No
9. N.A.

0. Does not own
1. Telephone
2. Car
3. Calculator
4. Kitchen fan
5. Knitter
6. Farm tools
7. Tape recorder
8. Piano
9. N.A.
0. Does not own
8. Eight or more
9. N.A.
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var670

Did some of your family go
out to eat in a restaurant
occasionally last year? How
many times?

1. Yes - five or more times
2. Yes - three or four times
3. Yes - once or twice
5. No
9. N.A.

var671

During the last five years
have you taken any pleasure
trips away from home which
involved staying away from
home overnight? How often?

1. Yes, vacation or sightseeing, almost
every yr.
2. Yes, vacation or sightseeing, once or
twice
5. No
6. Other
9. N.A.

var672

Are you a member of any
organizations or
regularly-meeting groups or
clubs, such as Women's
Association or something
else?

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var673

To how many clubs do you
belong?

6. Six or more
8. Inappl. (coded 2 on v. 672)
9. N.A.

var674

How many meetings have
you attended in the last
month?

8. Inappl. (coded 2 on v. 672)
9. N.A.

var675

Is husband a member of any
organizations or meeting
groups?

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var676

How many?

8. Inappl. (coded 2 on v. 675)
9. N.A.

var677

How many meetings did he
attend in the past month?

8. Inappl. (coded 2 on v. 675)
9. N.A.

var678

How many rooms do you
have in this dwelling?

6. 6-9
7. 10-14 7
8. 15 or more
9. N.A.
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var679

How many pings of floor
space?

1. Less than 5 pings
2. 5-9
3. 10-14
4. 15-19
5. 20-29
6. 30-49
7. 50-79
8. 80 and over
9. N.A.

var680

Does this dwelling have a
private lavatory?

1. Yes
2. No
9. N.A.

var681

Is there running water in,this 1. Yes
dwelling?
2. No
9. N.A.

var682

Does your family own this
1. Owns
house or rent it from someone 2. Rents
else or what?
3. Provided by employer or government
4. Parents
5. Provided by friend or relative without
pymt.
9. N.A.

var683

When you think of the needs
of your whole family here,
would you say that your
present housing is vely
satisfactory...or what?

var684

In addition to that did he
1. Yes
receive either cash
2. No
allowances for food or
9. N.A.
housing or some free food or
housing which you haven't
already included in his
income?

var685

Value of cash allowance for 0. No cash allowance for food
food or free food not already 1. 100 NT$

1. Very satisfactory
2. Fairly satisfactory
3. Not too satisfactory
4. Definitely not satisfactory
9. N.A.
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included in his income

2. NT$100-299
3. NT$300-499
4. NT$500-699
5. NT$700-999
6. NT$1,000-1,499
7. NT$2,000+
8. Inappl. (coded 2 on v. 684--no cash
allowance or free food or housing)
9. N.A.

var686

Value of cash allowance for
housing or free housing not
already included in his
income

0. No cash allowance for housing
1. 100 NT$
2. NT$100-299
3. NT$300-499
4. NT$500-699
5. NT$700-999
6. NT$1,000-1,499
7. NT$2,000+
8. Inappl. (coded 2 on v. 684--no cash
allowance or free food or housing)
9. N.A.

var687

In addition did he receive any
of the following during the
last year that you haven't
already included in his
income? Pay from second job

var688

var689

0. No - none
1. Yes - under NT$2,400
2. NT$2,400-4,799
3. NT$4,800-5,999
4. NT$6,000-11,999
In addition did he receive any 5. NT$12,000-23,999
6. NT$24,000-35,999
of the following during the
7. NT$36,000-59,999
last year that you haven't
8. NT$60,000 or above
already included in his
income? A bonus or extra pay 9. N.A.
at year-end or any time
In addition did he receive any
of the following during the
last year that you haven't
already included in his
income? A business or share
of a business
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var690

In addition did he receive any
of the following during the
last year that you haven't
already included in his
income? Rent from a house,
farm or share in a farm

var691

In addition did he receive any
of the following during the
last year that you haven't
already included in his
income? Any other source

0. No - none
1. Yes - under NT$2,400
2. NT$2,400-4,799
3. NT$4,800-5,999
4. NT$6,000-11,999
5. NT$12,000-23,999
6. NT$24,000-35,999
7. NT$36,000-59,999
8. NT$60,000 or above
9. N.A.

var692

Have you included the cash
value of the food you take
from the farm? Market value
per nonth?

0. Yes
1. No - under NT$200
2. NT$200-399
3. NT$400-599
4. N$600-999
5. NT$1,000-1,999
6. NT$2,000-3,999
7. NT$4,000 and over
8. Inappl. (doesn't live on farm)
9. N.A.

var693

Have you yourself earned or
received any income during
the past year that you haven't
included with your
husband's? Amount for the
year

0. No
1. Yes - under NT$2,400
2. NT$2,400-4,799
3. NT$4,800-7,199
4. NT$7,200-11,999
5. NT$12,000-23,999
6. NT$24,000-47,999
7. NT$48,000 and over
9. N.A.

var694

Apart from you and your
1. Yes
husband is there anyone else 2. No
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in your family who
contributed to the family
income during the last year?

9. N.A.

var695

Contribution of first person
meirtionedto family
income--monthly

1. Under NT$200
2. NT$200-399
3. NT$400-599
4. N$600-999
5. NT$1,000-1,999
6. NT$2,000-3,999
7. NT$4,000 and over
8. Inappl. (no first person, coded 2 on v.
694)
9. N.A.

var696

Contribution of semncl
person

1. Under NT$200
2. NT$200-399
3. NT$400-599
4. N$600-999
5. NT$1,000-1,999
6. NT$2,000-3,999
7. NT$4,000 and over
8. Inappl. (no first or 2nd person, coded 2
on v. 694)
9. N.A.

var697

Contribution of third person

1. Under NT$200
2. NT$200-399
3. NT$400-599
4. N$600-999
5. NT$1,000-1,999
6. NT$2,000-3,999
7. NT$4,000 and over
8. Inappl. (no first, 2nd or 3rd person,
coded 2 on v. 694)
9. N.A.

var698

When you think of what your
family needs to get along on
now, is your family income
high enough...or what?

1. High enough
2. A little low
3. Quite a bit low
9. N.A.
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var699

During the last year did you
and your husband give
money regularly or
occasionally to: Your
husbandts parents

1. Regularly
2. Occasionally
3. Never
8. Inappl. (husband's parents not alive)
9. N.A.

var700

During the last year did you
and your husband give
money regularly or
occasionally to: One or more
of your husband's brothers

var701

During the last year did you
and your husband give
money regularly or
occasionally to: Your parents

1. Regularly
2. Occasionally
3. Never
8. Inappl. (wife's parents not alive)
9. N.A.

var702

During the last year did you
or your husband receive
money regularly or
occasionally from: Your
husbandts parents

1. Regularly
2. Occasionally
3. Never
8. Inappl. (husband's parents not alive)
9. N.A.

var703

During the last year did you
or your husband receive
money regularly or
occasionally from: One or
more of your husband's
brothers

1. Regularly
2. Occasionally
3. Never
8. Inappl. (husband has no brothers)
9. N.A.

var704

During the last year did you
or your husband receive
money regularly or
occasionally from: Your
parents

1. Regularly
2. Occasionally
3. Never
8. Inappl. (wife's parents not alive)
9. N.A.

var705

How do you think your
family is doing financially
compared with five years
ago?

1. Better
2. The same
3. Worse
9. N.A.
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var706

Why? first reason

0. Inappl. (the same mentioned in v.705)
1. Better: Income higher (other than 2);
business goes better; farming is better
2. Better: children are older - are helping
more financially
3. Better: expenses are lower because
children are grown up; lower educational
expenses, etc.
4. Better: have more savings, investments,
more business or farm assets, larger
revolving fund; lower debts
5. Other reasons for being better off
6. Worse: cost of bringing up children; too
many children, loss of children
7. Worse: high cost of living expenses,
high prices, higher living expenses(no
reference to children); income rose less tha
8. Worse: lower income; lower receipts
from business or farm, low price of things
sold or produced (including rice); high b
9. Other reasons for being worse off; N.A.

var707

Why? second reason

0. Inappl. (the same mentioned in v.705 or
no second reason)
1. Better: Income higher (other than 2);
business goes better; farming is better
2. Better: children are older - are helping
more financially
3. Better: expenses are lower because
children are grown up; lower educational
expenses, etc.
4. Better: have more savings, investments,
more business or farm assets, larger
revolving fund; lower debts
5. Other reasons for being better off
6. Worse: cost of bringing up children; too
many children, loss of children
7. Worse: high cost of living expenses,
high prices, higher living expenses(no
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reference to children); income rose less tha
8. Worse: lower income; lower receipts
from business or farm, low price of things
sold or produced (including rice); high b
9. Other reasons for being worse off; N.A.
var708

Is the cost of raising children 1. Yes
a reason?
2. No
8. Inappl. (children mentioned in v.707)
9. N.A.

var709

How about five years from
now, do you think your
family financial situation will
be better, the same, or worse?

1. Better
2. The same
3. Worse
9. N.A.

var710

Why? first reason

0. Inappl. (the same mentioned in v.709)
1. Better: children will be older, will earn
money, will help financially
2. Better: income will be higher (other than
1); business will be better, or expanded;
farm will earn more
3. Better: lower expenses, because children
growing up; less educational expenses, etc.
4. Better: more savings, assets, investments
in business or farm; lower debts
5. Other reasons for being better off
6. Worse: higher cost of raising children,
education expenses
7. Worse; lower income; higher business
or farm expenses; anticipated business
problems; high taxes
8. Other reasons for being worse off
9. N.A.

var711

Why? second reason

0. Inappl. (the same mentioned in v.709 or
no second reason)
1. Better: children will be older, will earn
money, will help financially
2. Better: income will be higher (other than
1); business will be better, or expanded;
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farm will earn more
3. Better: lower expenses, because children
growing up; less educational expenses, etc.
4. Better: more savings, assets, investments
in business or farm; lower debts
5. Other reasons for being better off
6. Worse: higher cost of raising children,
education expenses
7. Worse; lower income; higher business
or farm expenses; anticipated business
problems; high taxes
8. Other reasons for being worse off
9. N.A.
var712

Is the cost of raising children 1. Yes
a reason?
2. No
8. Inappl. (children mentioned in
v.710-711)
9. N.A.

var713

Interviewer number

var714

Whether the interview was
complete or not

var715

Number of times interviewer
called at address: Contacts
attempted

var716

Number of times interviewer
called at address: Contacts
completed

var717

Age at interview, in
completed years

var718

Age at marriage, in
completed years

var719

Marriage duration, months

var720

Number of months belsieen
marriage and first live birth

var721

Total number of children

1. Complete
2. Not complete
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wanted
var722

Open birth interval,in months

var723

Ever use of
contraception,abortion,steriliz
ation

var724

Current family?pIanning
status

var725

Knowledge of specific
contraceptive methods

var726

Total number of expected
children

var727

Husband's age, in completed
years

var728

Number of husband's
children by previous
marriages who live with them

var729

Abortion approval index

var730

Urban-rural residence

var731

Expectationsof livingwith
and gettinghelp from sons

var732

Cf. 'expected' and
idealnumberof children

var733

Desired family size

var734

Cf. number of living children
and ideal number of children

var735

Cf. R and husband's ideal
numbers of children

var736

IN (I-scale number for
number of children)

var737

IS (I-scale number for sex of
children]

var738

Traditional relationship to
parents index
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(generalized-present as
contrasted with past)
var739

Traditional relationship
between husband and wife
index

var740

Traditional relationship in
obedience to parents by
children index

var741

Mass Media exposure

var742

Fatalism vs. hard work in
achieving success index

var743

Approximate total family
income

var744

Preferred number of
children(indeterminates
assigned)

var745

Number of pregnancies after
which contraceptive use
began

var746

Husband's income from any
source last year

var747

First preference- number of
sons minus number of
daughters

var748

Husband's first occupational
status

var749

Husband's current or last
reported occupational status

var750

Husband's father's
occupational status when
husband was growing up or
when H and W were married

var751

Wife's father's occupational
status when wife was
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growing up
var752

Husband's education in years

var753

Husband's current or last
reported occupation

var754

Husband's father's occupation
when husband was growing
up or when H and W were
nrarried

var755

Advantages of large families

var756

Disadvantages of large
families

var757

Advantages of small families

var758

Disadvantages of small
families

var759

Husband-wife ethnic
background

var760

Wife's education in years

var761

Quality of life reasons as
basis for advantages and
disadvantage of Iarge and
small families

var762

Economic reasons as basis
for advantage and
disadvantage of small and
large families

var763

Approve of abortion scale

var764

Husband-Wife role scale

var765

Fatalism vs. control index

var766

Length of first Schedule 2
Interval (tenths of months),
computed from Schedule 2
variables

var767

Length of first Schedule 2
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Interval (tenths of months),
computed from Pregnancy
History variables
var768

Length of second Schedule 2
Interval (tenths of months),
computed from Schedule 2
variables

var769

Length of second Schedule 2
Interval (tenths of months),
computed from Pregnancy
History variables

var770

Length of third Schedule 2
Interval (tenths of months),
computed from Schedule 2
variables

var771

Length of third Schedule 2
Interval (tenths of months),
computed from Pregnancy
History variables

var772

Child responsibility scale

var773

Total number of consumer
durables

var774

Current availability of
parent(s)

var775

Availability of parent(s) at
marriage

var776

Current availability of mother

var777

Availability of mother at time
of marriage

var778

Current availability of father

var779

Availability of father at time
of marriage

var780

Current availability of
married brothers
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var781

Availability of married
brothers at time of marriage

var782

History of co-residence with
mother of husband

var783

History of co-residence with
father of husband

var784

History of co-residence with
married brothers

var785

Availability of parents

var786

Availability of married
brothers

var787

Current availability of
relatives (husband's parents
and married brothers)

var788

Current household type (lives
and eats)

var789

Current household type (lives
and/or eats)

var790

History of family extension
(current live and eat)

var791

History of family extension
(current lives and/or eats)

var792

Are other relatives present in
household?

var793

Consumer durables scale

var794

Parent-child decision-making
scale (parents and both vs.
children)

var795

Parent-child decision-making
scale (parents vs. children
and both)

var796

Husband's male sibling
position
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var797

Total number of people who
live and eat in household and
are present now (including R)
or temporarily absent

var798

Type of place where husband
born

var799

Type of place where
husband's parents live

var800

Type of place where R lived
previously

var801

Duration of current marriage
- months

var802

Length of residence in
present township - years

var803

Number of years after
marriage moved here

var804

Patterna of places of
residence

var805

Type of place where 1st loop
inserted

var806

Type of place where 2nd loop
inserted

var807

Type of place where 3rd loop
inserted

var808

Type of place where 4th loop
inserted

var809

4-digit code for residence
where selected for sample

var810

Husband's income - including
2nd jobs, rents, etc.

var811

Husband-wife roles scale
(from SCS variables)

var812

Expectation of support in old
age (actual)
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var813

Perceived willingness to
support parents

var814

Perception of child mortality

var815

Income per adult

var816

Index of economic utility of
children

var817

Index of sensitivity to cost of
raising children

var818

Township (4-digit) at
interview

var819

Constructed household type

var820

Duration of residence with
husband's parents, and
availability of parents

var821

Economic benefits of
children scale

var822

Sensitivity to cost of children
scale

var823

Expected education for
children

var824

Nousing size and facilities

var825

First birth interval

var826

Second birth interval

var827

Third birth interval

var828

Type of edit made in editing
of children's education

var829

Type of error corrected in
editing of children's
education

var830

Whether care includes a
multiple birth

var831

Information on husband's
children form a previous
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marriage, adopted-in
children, or children omitted
from pregnancy history (to
conserve apace) available
from Carl's corrections
var832

Whether first child has
finished school

var833

Whether second child has
finished school

var834

Whether third child has
finished school

var835

Whether fourth child has
finished school

var836

Whether fifth child has
finished school

var837

Whether sixth child has
finished school

var838

Whether seventh child has
finished school

var839

Whether eighth child has
finished school

var840

Whether ninth child has
finished school

var841

Whether tenth child has
finished school

var842

Whether eleventh child has
finished school

var843

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? First child

var844

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Second child

var845

What level of school do you
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expect your children to
complete? Third child
var846

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Fourth child

var847

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Fifth child

var848

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Sixth child

var849

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Seventh child

var850

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Eighth child

var851

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Ninth child

var852

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Tenth child

var853

What level of school do you
expect your children to
complete? Eleventh child

var854
var855
var856
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附錄一
0. I thought this method was the 'best'
1. I thought this method was more
effective
2. I thought this method had less side
effects, less injury
3. It was cheaper, more economical
4. It was more convenient, less
troublesome to use, more simple to use
5. I thought this method was more
effective and had less side effects
6. I thought this method was more
effective and more economical
7. I thought this method was more
effective and more convenient
8. I thought this method had less side
effects and was cheaper
9. It was more convenient and cheaper
10. Husband preferred this method
(either no characteristic stated or
generally thought it best)
11. Husband thought this method was
more effective
12. Husband thought this method had
less side effects, less injury
14. Husband said it was more
convenient, more simple to use
15. Husband thought it was more
effective had less side effects
17. Husband thought it was more
effective, more convenient
19. Husband said it was more
convenient and cheaper
20. Friends or relatives preferred this
method
21. Friends or relatives thought it was
more effective

22. Friends or relatives thought it had
less side effects, less injury
23. Friends or relatives said it was
cheaper
24. Friends or relatives said it was more
convenient, simple to use
25. Friends/relatives thought it swre
effective, had less side effect
26. Frientslrelatives thought it more
effectiwe, more economical
27. Friends/relatives thought it more
effective, more convenient
28. Friends/relatives thought it had less
side effects, was cheaper
29. Friends/relatives said it was more
convenient and cheaper
30. Doctor preferred this method (wither
no characteristic stated or generally
thought it best)
31. Doctor thought it more effective
32. Doctor recommended
33. Midwife recommended
34. Midwife thought it more effective
35. Midwife said this method has no
side effect
40. Health station personnel or field
worker preferred this method
41. Health station personnel thought it
more effective
42. Health station personnel, or friend
recommended
43. Health station personnel, friend
recommended and also received
information and coupon by mail
44. Health station personnel thought it
aore effective
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50. General community sentiment favors
this method (it is said to be best)
51. It is said to be nwre effective
52. Had other operation and took the
chance for sterilization
53. Because this method is commonly
used in this community
54. The women thought it was a new
method and just wanted to try it
55. At that time only this method was
available in health station or doctor's
clinic
56. Catholic or Christian service
recommended
57. Drugstore personnel recommended

58. Woman's health condition was poor
at that time and she was sterilized to
avoid pregnancy
60. Received information and coupon by
mail
61. Learned about method from
newspaper, magazine, radio, T.V. or
poster, etc.
62. I did'nt know of any other method at
that time
66. Other reasons
88. lnapplicable (Never used
contraception)
99. N.A.
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附錄二
0. Other professional and technical
(sports, religious, entertainers, fortune
tellers, etc.)
1. Doctors and dentists
2. College graduate engineers (civil,
mechanical, chemical, etc.)
3. Teachers other than primary school
4. Primary school teachers
5. Lawyers and judges
6. Certified public accountants
7. Medical technicians, nurses, opticians,
pharmacists
8. Chemists, physicists, geologists,
economists, etc. scientists
9. Artists, musicians, writers, journalists
10. Inspectors
11. Retail self-employed businessman
(other than crafts and food stores)
12. Food store owner, small restaurant
owner
13. Wholesale, or factory, self-employed,
businessman
14. Business managers, or officials
15. Government officials (not clerks)
16. Army officers
17. Contractors
18. Other proprietors (self-employed
proprietors in service, repairing, etc.)
19. Other managers and officials
21. Secretary (private sector)
22. Book-keeper (private sector)
23. Office workers other than secretary
and book-keeper (private sector)
24. Other clerical workers (private
sector)
25. Secretary (public sector)
26. Book-keeper (public sector)

27. Office workers other than secretary
and book-keeper (public sector)
28. Other clerical workers (public
sector)
31. Sales worker in retail stores (other
than food stores)
32. Sales worker in food store (markets,
fisheries, etc.)
33. Street vendors (open place)
34. Higher status salesmen (insurance,
real estate, mfg. representative, etc.)
35. Other salesmen, status unknown
36. Doctor, Chinese style
40. Printers
41. Traditional craftsmen (bakers,
shoemakers, cabinetmakers, tailors,
butchers, locksmiths, etc.)
42. Higher status craftsmen in
construction (carpenter, electricians,
etc.)
43. Lower status craftsmen in
construction (masons, painters,
plumbers)
44. Craftsmen in manufacturing and
repairing of metal goods (tinners,
welders, lathe operators, etc.)
45. Radio, T.V., telegraph technicians
46. Automobile mechanics
47. Foremen
48. Other craftsmen, or skilled workers
49. Apprentices (skilled)
51. Semi-skilled factory workers
(assembly line)
52. Private drivers
53. Cab, bus and truck drivers
54. Drivers, unspecified
55. Soldiers (seargent, or less)
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56. Other semi-skilled workers
57. Pedicycle and other small vehicle
operators
60. Office boy, messenger, packer in
office
61. Barbers, hairdressers
62. Cooks, waiters
63. Maids, servants, hospital attendent
64. Street sweepers. shoe shiners,
garbage collectors
65. Policemen, firemen
66. Guards, night watchmen
67. Other service workers
68. Janitors
70. Urban laborer, unspecified
71. Unskilled construction worker
72. Groundkeeper, gardener
73. Road worker
74. Porters
75. Odd jobs
76. Junk collector

77. Unskilled laborers in transportation,
seamen, truck helpers
81. Farm owner
82. Farm manager
83. Farm rentor or leassor
84. Farm laborer
85. Farmer, unspecified
86. Fisherman (boat owner, or operator)
87. Laborer in fishing
88. Laborer in mining
89. Laborer in forestry
91. Housewives
92. Students
93. Retired, or too old to work
94. Disabled
95. Unemployed
96. No occupation, unoccupied
97. Dead
98. Military service [not inapplicable]
99. N.A.
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附錄三
0. Other professional and technical
(sports, religious, entertainers, fortune
tellers, etc.)
1. Doctors and dentists
2. College graduate engineers (civil,
mechanical, chemical, etc.)
3. Teachers other than primary school
4. Primary school teachers
5. Lawyers and judges
6. Certified public accountants
7. Medical technicians, nurses, opticians,
pharmacists
8. Chemists, physicists, geologists,
economists, etc. scientists
9. Artists, musicians, writers, journalists
10. Inspectors
11. Retail self-employed businessman
(other than crafts and food stores)
12. Food store owner, small restaurant
owner
13. Wholesale, or factory, self-employed,
businessman
14. Business managers, or officials
15. Government officials (not clerks)
16. Army officers
17. Contractors
18. Other proprietors (self-employed
proprietors in service, repairing, etc.)
19. Other managers and officials
21. Secretary (private sector)
22. Book-keeper (private sector)
23. Office workers other than secretary
and book-keeper (private sector)
24. Other clerical workers (private
sector)
25. Secretary (public sector)
26. Book-keeper (public sector)

27. Office workers other than secretary
and book-keeper (public sector)
28. Other clerical workers (public
sector)
31. Sales worker in retail stores (other
than food stores)
32. Sales worker in food store (markets,
fisheries, etc.)
33. Street vendors (open place)
34. Higher status salesmen (insurance,
real estate, mfg. representative, etc.)
35. Other salesmen, status unknown
36. Doctor, Chinese style
40. Printers
41. Traditional craftsmen (bakers,
shoemakers, cabinetmakers, tailors,
butchers, locksmiths, etc.)
42. Higher status craftsmen in
construction (carpenter, electricians,
etc.)
43. Lower status craftsmen in
construction (masons, painters,
plumbers)
44. Craftsmen in manufacturing and
repairing of metal goods (tinners,
welders, lathe operators, etc.)
45. Radio, T.V., telegraph technicians
46. Automobile mechanics
47. Foremen
48. Other craftsmen, or skilled workers
49. Apprentices (skilled)
51. Semi-skilled factory workers
(assembly line)
52. Private drivers
53. Cab, bus and truck drivers
54. Drivers, unspecified
55. Soldiers (seargent, or less)
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56. Other semi-skilled workers
57. Pedicycle and other small vehicle
operators
60. Office boy, messenger, packer in
office
61. Barbers, hairdressers
62. Cooks, waiters
63. Maids, servants, hospital attendent
64. Street sweepers. shoe shiners,
garbage collectors
65. Policemen, firemen
66. Guards, night watchmen
67. Other service workers
68. Janitors
70. Urban laborer, unspecified
71. Unskilled construction worker
72. Groundkeeper, gardener
73. Road worker
74. Porters
75. Odd jobs
76. Junk collector

77. Unskilled laborers in transportation,
seamen, truck helpers
81. Farm owner
82. Farm manager
83. Farm rentor or leassor
84. Farm laborer
85. Farmer, unspecified
86. Fisherman (boat owner, or operator)
87. Laborer in fishing
88. Laborer in mining
89. Laborer in forestry
91. Housewives
92. Students
93. Retired, or too old to work
94. Disabled
95. Unemployed
96. No occupation, unoccupied
97. Dead
98. Inapplicable (not unemployed or
retired or jobless)[unoccupied is
considered 'not unemployed']
99. N.A.
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附錄四
0. Other professional and technical
(sports, religious, entertainers, fortune
tellers, etc.)
1. Doctors and dentists
2. College graduate engineers (civil,
mechanical, chemical, etc.)
3. Teachers other than primary school
4. Primary school teachers
5. Lawyers and judges
6. Certified public accountants
7. Medical technicians, nurses, opticians,
pharmacists
8. Chemists, physicists, geologists,
economists, etc. scientists
9. Artists, musicians, writers, journalists
10. Inspectors
11. Retail self-employed businessman
(other than crafts and food stores)
12. Food store owner, small restaurant
owner
13. Wholesale, or factory, self-employed,
businessman
14. Business managers, or officials
15. Government officials (not clerks)
16. Army officers
17. Contractors
18. Other proprietors (self-employed
proprietors in service, repairing, etc.)
19. Other managers and officials
21. Secretary (private sector)
22. Book-keeper (private sector)
23. Office workers other than secretary
and book-keeper (private sector)
24. Other clerical workers (private
sector)
25. Secretary (public sector)
26. Book-keeper (public sector)

27. Office workers other than secretary
and book-keeper (public sector)
28. Other clerical workers (public
sector)
31. Sales worker in retail stores (other
than food stores)
32. Sales worker in food store (markets,
fisheries, etc.)
33. Street vendors (open place)
34. Higher status salesmen (insurance,
real estate, mfg. representative, etc.)
35. Other salesmen, status unknown
36. Doctor, Chinese style
40. Printers
41. Traditional craftsmen (bakers,
shoemakers, cabinetmakers, tailors,
butchers, locksmiths, etc.)
42. Higher status craftsmen in
construction (carpenter, electricians,
etc.)
43. Lower status craftsmen in
construction (masons, painters,
plumbers)
44. Craftsmen in manufacturing and
repairing of metal goods (tinners,
welders, lathe operators, etc.)
45. Radio, T.V., telegraph technicians
46. Automobile mechanics
47. Foremen
48. Other craftsmen, or skilled workers
49. Apprentices (skilled)
51. Semi-skilled factory workers
(assembly line)
52. Private drivers
53. Cab, bus and truck drivers
54. Drivers, unspecified
55. Soldiers (seargent, or less)
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56. Other semi-skilled workers
57. Pedicycle and other small vehicle
operators
60. Office boy, messenger, packer in
office
61. Barbers, hairdressers
62. Cooks, waiters
63. Maids, servants, hospital attendent
64. Street sweepers. shoe shiners,
garbage collectors
65. Policemen, firemen
66. Guards, night watchmen
67. Other service workers
68. Janitors
70. Urban laborer, unspecified
71. Unskilled construction worker
72. Groundkeeper, gardener
73. Road worker
74. Porters
75. Odd jobs
76. Junk collector

77. Unskilled laborers in transportation,
seamen, truck helpers
81. Farm owner
82. Farm manager
83. Farm rentor or leassor
84. Farm laborer
85. Farmer, unspecified
86. Fisherman (boat owner, or operator)
87. Laborer in fishing
88. Laborer in mining
89. Laborer in forestry
91. Housewives
92. Students
93. Retired, or too old to work
94. Disabled
95. Unemployed
96. No occupation, unoccupied
97. Dead
98. Inapplicable (Not working; jobless,
retired, unemployed, student, or died)
99. N.A.
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附錄五
0. Other professional and technical
(sports, religious, entertainers, fortune
tellers, etc.)
1. Doctors and dentists
2. College graduate engineers (civil,
mechanical, chemical, etc.)
3. Teachers other than primary school
4. Primary school teachers
5. Lawyers and judges
6. Certified public accountants
7. Medical technicians, nurses, opticians,
pharmacists
8. Chemists, physicists, geologists,
economists, etc. scientists
9. Artists, musicians, writers, journalists
10. Inspectors
11. Retail self-employed businessman
(other than crafts and food stores)
12. Food store owner, small restaurant
owner
13. Wholesale, or factory, self-employed,
businessman
14. Business managers, or officials
15. Government officials (not clerks)
16. Army officers
17. Contractors
18. Other proprietors (self-employed
proprietors in service, repairing, etc.)
19. Other managers and officials
21. Secretary (private sector)
22. Book-keeper (private sector)
23. Office workers other than secretary
and book-keeper (private sector)
24. Other clerical workers (private
sector)
25. Secretary (public sector)
26. Book-keeper (public sector)

27. Office workers other than secretary
and book-keeper (public sector)
28. Other clerical workers (public
sector)
31. Sales worker in retail stores (other
than food stores)
32. Sales worker in food store (markets,
fisheries, etc.)
33. Street vendors (open place)
34. Higher status salesmen (insurance,
real estate, mfg. representative, etc.)
35. Other salesmen, status unknown
36. Doctor, Chinese style
40. Printers
41. Traditional craftsmen (bakers,
shoemakers, cabinetmakers, tailors,
butchers, locksmiths, etc.)
42. Higher status craftsmen in
construction (carpenter, electricians,
etc.)
43. Lower status craftsmen in
construction (masons, painters,
plumbers)
44. Craftsmen in manufacturing and
repairing of metal goods (tinners,
welders, lathe operators, etc.)
45. Radio, T.V., telegraph technicians
46. Automobile mechanics
47. Foremen
48. Other craftsmen, or skilled workers
49. Apprentices (skilled)
51. Semi-skilled factory workers
(assembly line)
52. Private drivers
53. Cab, bus and truck drivers
54. Drivers, unspecified
55. Soldiers (seargent, or less)
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56. Other semi-skilled workers
57. Pedicycle and other small vehicle
operators
60. Office boy, messenger, packer in
office
61. Barbers, hairdressers
62. Cooks, waiters
63. Maids, servants, hospital attendent
64. Street sweepers. shoe shiners,
garbage collectors
65. Policemen, firemen
66. Guards, night watchmen
67. Other service workers
68. Janitors
70. Urban laborer, unspecified
71. Unskilled construction worker
72. Groundkeeper, gardener
73. Road worker
74. Porters
75. Odd jobs
76. Junk collector

77. Unskilled laborers in transportation,
seamen, truck helpers
81. Farm owner
82. Farm manager
83. Farm rentor or leassor
84. Farm laborer
85. Farmer, unspecified
86. Fisherman (boat owner, or operator)
87. Laborer in fishing
88. Laborer in mining
89. Laborer in forestry
91. Housewives
92. Students
93. Retired, or too old to work
94. Disabled
95. Unemployed
96. No occupation, unoccupied
97. Dead
98. Inapplicable (know his occupation at
the time husband was growing)
99. N.A.
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